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Abstract 
We discuss various moduli problems involving the classification of finite subgroups or related 
structures on formal groups of finite height n. We show that many moduli schemes are smooth 
or at least Cohen-Macaulay. Moreover, many maps between such schemes are finite and flat, 
and their degrees can be predicted by thinking of (Q,/Z,)” as a “discrete model” for the formal 
group. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 14LO5, 55N22 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we discuss various moduli problems involving the classification of finite 
subgroups or related structures on formal groups of finite height. Analogous problems 
for elliptic curves have of course been widely studied [9]. The moduli spaces which we 
consider turn out to be surprisingly well-behaved. They are all Cohen-Macaulay, and 
most of them are smooth. The original motivation for this work came from algebraic 
topology, in particular the study of power operations in certain homology theories 
constructed by Morava. I learnt most of what I know about these questions from Mike 
Hopkins, and a great deal of the theory presented here was developed in discussions 
with him. See Section 14 for a brief discussion of how moduli problems arise in 
algebraic topology, and [ 151 for more details. Some readers may prefer a version of 
this paper containing rather more exposition of standard algebraic material, which is 
available from the author. 
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I. 1. Synopsis 
In Section 2 we set up our technical context by recalling various results about 
complete local rings, interpreted in a geometric manner. In Sections 3 and 4, we 
establish some basic facts about formal groups and divisors. In Section 5 we show 
that the quotient of a formal group by a finite subgroup is again a formal group. In 
Section 6 we reformulate the Lubin-Tate deformation theory of formal groups in a 
coordinate-free way. 
For the rest of this synopsis, we consider a formal group 60 of finite height over a 
field of positive characteristic, and let G/X be its universal deformation. The content 
of subsequent sections is as follows. 
Section 7: We define level-A structures on G (where A is a finite Abelian group). We 
prove that the moduli space Level(A, G) is smooth, and that the map Level(A, G) -+ X 
is finite and flat. 
Section 8: We investigate maps of schemes over X between the schemes Level 
(A, G ); they all arise (contravariantly) from monomorphisms of finite Abelian groups, 
and are finite and flat. 
Section 9: We show how an epimorphism u: A + B gives rise to a finite flat map 
Level(A, 6) -+ Level(B, G’), for a different group 6’. 
Section 10: We show that the subgroups of G of degree pm are classified by a 
scheme Sub,(G) which is finite and flat over X. 
Section 11: We consider flags 0 = Kc < K1 < . . . < Km = G(l), where G(1) is 
the kernel of multiplication by p on G and Ki has given degree pL . We show that 
such flags are classified by a smooth scheme Flag(& G), and that there are finite flat 
maps Level( 1, G) -+ Flag(1, G) + X, the first of which is a Galois covering. 
Section 12: We consider the orbit scheme Type(A, G) = Level(A, G) / Aut(A) (suit- 
ably interpreted). We show that Type(A, G) is smooth and the maps Level(A, G) + 
Type(A, G) + X are finite and flat. We also show that the normalisation of Sub,(G) 
is a disjoint union of schemes of the form Type(A, G). Moreover, if the height of GO 
is at most two (but not in general), then the maps Type(A, G) + Sub,(G) are closed 
embeddings. 
Section 13: We consider the problem of classifying deformations of a given isogeny 
of formal groups over a field. 
Section 14: We sketch the way in which the problems discussed above arise in 
algebraic topology. 
Section 15: We derive some formulae which help one to construct and compute 
with formal groups. 
Section 16: We present some detailed examples. 
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2. Geometry of complete local rings 
For brevity, a scheme will mean a formal scheme of the form spf(A), where A is a 
finite product of complete Noetherian local rings of residue characteristic p > 0. We 
shall often assume that A is local, leaving trivial modifications for the semi-local case 
to the reader. We shall primarily think of schemes as representable functors from the 
category of complete Noetherian local rings and local homomorphisms to sets, via the 
definition 
spf(A)(B) = Hom(A,B). 
If X = spf(A) we write 0~ for A. Given schemes Y,Z over a base scheme X (which 
is usually to be understood from the context), a point of Y defined over Z will mean 
a map a : Z -+ Y of schemes over X. We write T(Z, Y) for the set of such points. If 
f E 0, then we write f(u) for a* f E 0,. 
If X is connected (i.e. 0~ is local) we write rcx = 0x/ntx for the residue field. We 
also write Xc = spf(Kx) and refer to this as the special jibre of X. 
We write dim(X) for the Km11 dimension of X and embdim(X) for the embedding 
dimension, that is embdim(X) = dimK,(mx/mi). We shall say that X is integral if 
0~ is an integral domain, and smooth if 0~ is a regular local ring. If X is integral 
we write XX for the field of fractions of 0 X. Suppose we have a map of schemes 
f:X+Y,andthusamap f*:Or+O X, using which we consider 0~ as a module 
over 0~. As usual, we say that f is flat (resp. Jinite) if 0, is a flat (resp. finitely 
generated) 0x-module. We also say that f is dominant (resp. epi) if the kernel of f * 
is nilpotent (resp. zero). 
If f is finite and Y is connected we define the degree of f to be deg(f) = 
dimKy(q 80, 0x). In our context, if f is also flat then 0~ is actually a free module 
over Or (see [ll, Theorem 7.101). 
We next state in this language some standard facts from commutative algebra. 
Lemma 1. A jkite dominant map of smooth schemes is pat. 
Lemma 2. Let X, Y and Z be integral schemes of the same dimension d, with maps 
X f, Y 3 Z. If gf is jinite and dominant, then the same is true of f and g. 
Lemma 3. If X is smooth and f : X --f Y is finite and j7at then Y is smooth. 
Proof. Use the homological criterion [l 1, Theorem 19.21. 0 
Let X be a scheme with an action of a finite group r. We shall write Xfr for the 
scheme spf(Cof;). This is of course not a very good construction in general, but it will 
turn out to be well-behaved in the cases we consider. 
Definition 4. A finite extension R + S of integral domains is Galois if R is the fixed 
subring for the action of AutR(S) on S and S is free over R. I am not sure whether 
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this definition is standard. Similarly, we say that a map X + Y of integral schemes is 
a Galois covering if Or --+ 0~ is Galois. 
The next two lemmas follow easily from the Galois theory of fields and the fact 
that regular local rings are integrally closed. 
Lemma 5. If f : X + Y is Galois then xx is Galois over 37~ and 
deg(f) = [OX : OY] = [Xx : XY] = 1 Auto,(@x)l = 1 Autxx,(~x)I. 
Lemma 6. A finite dominant map f : X + Y of smooth schemes is a Galois covering 
tf and only if the extension of function fields 3-y --+ XX is Galois. 
Lemma 7. Let X be a smooth scheme with a faithful action of a jinite group I. 
Suppose that f : X ---f Y is a finite flat map of degree d = II’l, such that f o g = f 
for all g E I’. Then Y is smooth, f is Galois, and the induced map X/I -+ Y 
is iso. 
Proof. By Lemma 3, we see that Y is smooth. Because [.Xx: 2-y] = Irl and Zr 5 
xi, Galois theory tells us that Z?‘r = xi and thus ~47, -+ XX is Galois. The claim 
now follows from Lemma 6. 0 
We next record a few basic facts about norms. Suppose that f : X -+ Y is a finite flat 
map of degree m. We can then define a (nonadditive) norm map Nf = N~JY : c?, + Lo,, 
by letting Nf(u) be the determinant of multiplication by u, considered as an Or-linear 
endomorphism of 0~. 
Lemma 8. Suppose we have a pullback diagram 
V a +X 
9 
I I 
f. 
W 
b 
FY 
If f is a finite free map then so is g, and N, 0 a* = b* 0 Nf. 
Proof. For the square to be a pullback means that 8~ = 8~ EI,IJ,, OX, and with this 
identification we have g* = 1 8 f * and a* = b* C?J 1. The claim follows easily by 
choosing bases. q 
Lemma 9. Suppose that s: Y --+ X is a section of f, and that s*u = 0. Then 
Nf(u) = 0. 
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Proof. We can write 0~ = f *or $ I, where I = ker(s*). As u E I, the image of 
multiplication by u lies in the proper summand I of 0x, so the determinant is zero. Cl 
3. Formal groups 
Let X = spf(A) be a scheme, and G a one-dimensional commutative formal group 
over X. In more detail, we have G = spf(B) where B is isomorphic to A ix] as an 
augmented A-algebra, and we are given a commutative group law p: G XX G + G 
(which we shall write additively). In future, we shall simply say “formal group” instead 
of “commutative one-dimensional formal group”. A coordinate on a formal group G 
is a choice of generator x E ker(O* : 0~ + OX) such that 0s = 0~ 1x1. (Here 0* is 
the map induced by the zero-section 0: X + G). 
A homomorphism (f,q): (G,X) --+ (W,Y) of formal groups consists of maps as 
follows, which make the obvious diagrams commute. 
4 
G-W 
I 1. 
X-Y 
We shall say that (q, f) (or just q) is a jibrewise isomorphism if the diagram above 
is a pullback. 
Let x be a coordinate on 6, and let x0,x1 E cOoXX~ be obtained by pulling back 
x along the two projections G XX G -+ G. Then OoXXo = 0~I[xo,xi], so we can 
write #x = F(xo,xl) for a unique power series F over 0~. Equivalently, for any 
two points a, b: Y + G we have x(a + b) = F(x(a),x(b)). This series is called 
the formal group law associated to G and x. It is easily seen to have the following 
properties: 
F(Y,z) = Y + z (modxy), F(Y,z) = F(z, Y> 
W+,Y),Z) = FW'(y,z)) 
We also write x +F y for F(x, y). Much of the literature on formal groups is writ- 
ten in terms of formal group laws [6,14, Appendix 2,7]. However, we shall find it 
conceptually clearer to take a coordinate-free definition the primary one. 
Let X0 = spf(d/m) be the special fibre, and put GO = G XXX,. This is a formal 
group over X0. 
The following lemma is well-known. 
Lemma 10. Let q: G --f W be a nonzero homomorphism of formal groups over a 
base X, and let x and y be coordinates on 16 and E-U. Then there exist a E 0~ and 
n E N such that a # 0 and q*y = axpn (modxp”+‘). 
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Definition 11. We shall call the integer n described above the strict height of q, and 
define the height of q to be the strict height of qo : GO -+ Ho. We also define the 
(strict) height of G to be the (strict) height of the endomorphism pa; : G --+ G, which 
is just p times the identity map. 
From now on, we shall take G to be a formal group of finite height n over a 
connected base scheme X. 
Proposition 12. If q: G -+ W is nonzero, then m = height(q) is Jinite and q is Jut 
of degree p”. Moreover, height( I-I) = height(G). 
Proof. This is essentially standard. If q has infinite height then q = 0; this is an 
easy generalisation of [6, p. 991 ( in which 0~ is assumed to be a DVR). If there is a 
nonzero map q : G -+ W then height(W) = height(G) - this is proved as a coro- 
llary of the last reference. The Weierstrass preparation Theorem [6, Chapter l] 
implies that 8s/q*y is freely generated over 0~ by {1,x,. . . ,xpmpl}. It is not 
hard to conclude that these elements also form a basis for 0~ over 
q*Low. 0 
4. Divisors 
By a divisor on G we shall mean a closed subscheme D 5 G which is finite and 
flat over X. We briefly record how things work out in our context. The proofs are 
either easy or parallel to [9, Section 1.11 (for example). 
Proposition 13. If D is a divisor of degree d on G and x is a coordinate, then there 
is a unique manic polynomial fo(x) of degree d such that 0~ = Oc/f&x). Moreover, 
fo(x) is the characteristic polynomial of the &-linear endomorphism of 0D 11 0% 
given by multiplication by x, and fo(x) = xd (modm). 
Definition 14. The equation of a divisor D (with respect to a given coordinate x) is the 
polynomial fo(x) as above. If fo(x) = cz=, ckxk (with cd = 1) then the parameters 
of D are the coefficients {cs,...,c&i}. 
More generally, given a scheme Y over X, a divisor on G over Y will just mean a 
divisor on the pulled-back group G XX Y. 
Because we are assuming that G has finite height n, the subscheme G(m) = 
ker(p; : G -+ G) = spf(UG/(pE)*x) is a divisor of degree pm”. 
If a is a section of G then we write [a] for the associated divisor, which has 
f La](x) = x - x(a). The following lemma provides a useful alternative representation: 
Lemma 15. For any formal group law over any ring A, the power series x -Fy is a 
unit multiple of x - y in A [xx, y]. 
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Proof. x -_~y clearly vanishes mod@ - y). By considering the first few terms, it is 
easy to see that (x -~y)/(x - y) must be 1 modulo (x, y), so it is a unit. 0 
The fimctor from schemes over X to sets defined by 
Y H {divisors of degree d on G over Y} 
is represented by a scheme Divd(G) = G$/&. If x is a coordinate on G then the ring 
of functions on this scheme is just the symmetric subring 
ODiv&G) = 0.X’ [GI,. . .) ‘Jd] < OX 1x1 P * * * y&i] = 06; 
(where I& is the kth elementary symmetric function in the variables xi). The equation 
of the universal divisor over this ring is 
f&) = n(x -xk) = -j&)k~kxd-k. 
k k=O 
The following proposition (taken from [9]) will help us to construct various moduli 
schemes: 
Proposition 16. Let D, D’ be two divisors on G over X. There is then a closed sub- 
scheme Y 5 X such that for any map a : Z -+ X we have a*D I a*D’ E r(Z, Div(G)) 
if and only if a factors through Y. 
Proof. Choose a coordinate x on G, and let d be the degree of D. Then there are 
unique elements bk E 0~ such that 
d-l 
fAx) = c bkxk (mod h(x)). 
k=O 
Put Y = spf(&/(bo, . . . , bd-1 )), and check that this works. 0 
5. Subgroups and quotient groups 
By a finite subgroup of G we shall simply mean a divisor K < G which is also a 
subgroup scheme. 
Proposition 17. Zf K is a Jinite subgroup of G then the degree of K is a power 
of P. 
Proof. It is enough to prove the proposition when X = X0 = spec(rc), so that f&x) = 
xd. It then follows from the general theory of finite group schemes over a field, but 
we shall give a direct proof. Let F be the formal group law of G, so that F(x, y) 
= x + y (mod xy). Because K is a subgroup, we have f~(F(x, y)) = 0 (mod&(x), 
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&(y)). Reading this modulo (x, Y)~+‘, we see that the binomial coefficient (3 is 
divisible by p when 0 < k < d. As in Lemma 10, this implies that d is a power 
ofp. cl 
Proposition 18. If K is a jinite subgroup of G of degree pm then pt = 0 and thus 
K < G(m) = ker(p2). 
Proof. This is a special case of a result of Deligne - see [16]. A key point is that one 
can give a purely equational proof that any element u of a finite Abelian group A of 
order d has ud = 1. Indeed , 
&A &A &A 
Let K be a finite subgroup of G of degree pm. We would like to be able to construct 
a quotient group G/K. To do this, write p for the addition map G xx G + G (or any 
of its restrictions) and rc : G xx K + G for the projection. Let Lo,,, be the equaliser 
Let x be a coordinate on Lo,, so that y = N,,u*x E Co,. 
Theorem 19. With K and y as above, we have 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
y = xp” (mod mx). 
LOG/K = OX [Y]. 
SJK has a natural structure as a formal group. 
The projection G + G/K is the categorical cokernel of K + G. 
For any map f : Y + X we have f *S/f “K = f *(G/K). 
Proof. First, there is a map 8: G xx K + G xx K defined on points by @a, b) = 
(a-b, b). This is an automorphism and satisfies ,&I = rc. We know that rc is a finite flat 
map, so we conclude that the same is true of p. Next, let rc’ : G XX K xxK + G xxK 
be the projection on the first two factors, and consider the following commutative 
squares: 
A diagram chase shows that they are both pullbacks. It follows that all the maps 
involved are finite flat maps, and that rc*N, = N,j(l x p)*, p*Nn = N,t(p x l)*. 
Combining this with the fact that p( 1 x p) = p(p x l), we see that y = N,,u*x E UG 
actually lies in o)G/K as claimed. The argument so far follows [3]. 
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Next, write j: K t G for the inclusion. I claim that j*y = 0. To see this, let 
i:K~Gx~Kbethemapa~(O,a),sothat~i=Oand~i=j.Thusj*y= 
i*,u*y = i*n*y = O*y. Next consider the diagram. 
Using Lemma 8 we see that 0* y = NK,xi*p*x = NK,xj*x. The claim now follows 
from Lemma 9, using the zero section X + K. 
Let fK be the equation of the divisor K, so that fK is a manic polynomial of degree 
pm and ker(j*) = (fK(x))_ It thus follows that y is divisible by fK(x). 
From Proposition 13 we know that O~/mx = ~c[x]/xJ’“‘, so that OsX,K/mx = 
IC[X,Z~Z~“‘. As working mod z is the same as restricting to G, we see that the im- 
age of p*x in this ring agrees with x mod z. Using the basis { l,z,. . .,zJ’“-I}, we 
conclude that the norm of p*x is just xpm. However, this norm is just the image of y 
in Oo/mX, which gives part (i) of the theorem. It follows easily from this that y is a 
unit multiple of fK(x). 
It is not hard to see that there is a commutative diagram 
suppose u E 06/K 5 @a;. By the above diagram, j*(u - u(O)) = 0. By the last 
paragraph, we see that u - u(O) is divisible by y, say u = u(0) + u’y with u’ E 06. 
Using the Weierstrass factorisation, we see that rc*y is not a zero divisor in oGXXK. 
Using this, we can check that u’ E oo;iK. Extending this inductively, we conclude that 
@o/K = C??, [y], giving part (ii) of the theorem. 
For part (iii), a diagram chase now shows that G XX G -% G A G/K factors as 
G XX G 4x4 G/K XX G/K L G/K for a unique map v, which makes G/K into a 
formal group with coordinate y. It is easy to see from the definition of oo/K that G/K 
is the categorical cokemel of j, in other words that a map r : G --) W of formal groups 
factors through q if and only if rj = 0; this is part (iv). Finally, our construction of 
y clearly commutes with base change. It follows that f *(G/K) = f *S/f *K for any 
map f : Y +X, as claimed in (v). 0 
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6. The universal deformation 
Suppose that X0 is a scheme of the form spf(lc) (where K is a field of characteristic 
p), and that GO is a formal group over X0 of finite height IZ. A deformation of GO 
consists of a formal group W over a scheme Y together with a pullback diagram 
as follows, exhibiting the restriction of W to the special fibre of Y as a pullback 
of Go. 
HO 
fo 
------'GO 
1 I. 
yo -x0 
fo 
Of course, if we start with a group G over X and define X0 to be the special fibre 
of X and GO to be the restriction of G to X0, then G is a deformation of GO in a 
tautological way. 
A morphism of deformations is a pullback square as follows, which is compatible 
in the obvious sense with the given maps HO + GO +- E-U;. 
W-W’ 
I I. 
Y-Y' 
Recall that the pullback condition means (by definition) that the map W + W’ is a 
fibrewise isomorphism. 
In [lo] Lubin and Tate construct universal deformations of formal group laws. The 
following proposition is a simple translation of their result into coordinate-free lan- 
guage. 
Proposition 20. The category of deformations of Go/X0 has a terminal object G/X. 
Moreover, coordinates can be chosen such that 0~ = W I[ul, . . . , un_l] (where W is 
the Witt ring of IC) and p:x = u,xPm (modus ,..., u,_t,xP”+‘) (where uo = p). 
Note that X is a smooth scheme of dimension n, and X0 is the special jibre of X. 
We refer to X as the deformation space of GO, and G as the universal 
deformation. 
Suppose we start with a group G’/X’, define Xa = X,’ to be the special fibre of X’ 
and GO = SL the restriction of 6’ over X,‘. Let G/X be the universal deformation of 
Go/Xo. There is then a unique map f : X’ + X such that G’ pv f*G. We shall often 
use only the much weaker corollary that G’ is obtained by pulling back a group over 
a smooth scheme. 
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7. Level structures 
Let A be a finite Abelian p-group. It is not hard to see that the timctor from schemes 
over X to sets given by Y H Hom(A, r( Y, G)) is represented by a scheme Hom(A, G) 
over X. Indeed, we may write A in the form @;li Z/pdk, and then Hom(A, 6) is iso- 
morphic to the closed subscheme I& G(dk) of G’ (where G(d) = ker(pi) as usual). If 
x is a coordinate on G then &om(A,o) = 0~ 1x0,. . ,x,._~]/([p~~](xo), . . . , [pdy-I](x,_I)). 
By Proposition 12, this is a finite free module over Co,, in other words the map 
Hom(A, G) + X is finite and flat. The degree is IA)“. 
If G were a discrete group, it would be natural to write 
Hom(A, S) = u Mon(A/B, G) 
B<A 
(where Mon denotes monomorphisms). However, except in trivial cases, there is no 
scheme Mon(A, G) over X such that Mon(A, T(Y, 6)) = T(Y, Mon(A, 43)). Indeed, 
by considering the inclusion 0 + Y we see that the left-hand side is not even a 
functor of Y. The object of the theory of level structures is to approximate the above 
decomposition as well as possible. The key idea is due to Drinfel’d [5], and some of 
our results below are parallel to results in [9, Section 1.61. 
We write A(k) = ker(pk : A + A). For any map 4 : A + r( Y, S) we write [4A] 
for the divisor CaEA [&a)]. We also put A = (Q,/Z,y, so that A(m) = (Z/pm)“. 
Note that 1 Hom(A, A)1 = /AI”, which is the same as the degree of Hom(A, G) -+ 
X. This is the first of many cases in which A serves as a “discrete approximation” 
to 6. 
Definition 21. A level-A structure on G over an X-scheme Y is a map 4: A + 
T(Y, G) such that [$A(l)] I G(1) as divisors. A level-m structure means a level-A(m) 
structure. 
The following is very similar to [9, Proposition 1.6.21. 
Proposition 22. The functor from schemes over X to sets given by 
Y H {level-A st ructures on G over Y} 
is represented by a scheme Level(A, G) over X. (We will write Level(m, G) = Level(A 
(m), 6)). 
Proof. We can consider (6 XX Hom(A, S) as a formal group over Hom(A, G). On 
this group we have a tautological map 4 : A + T(Hom(A, G), G) and thus a divisor 
[q5A(l)] E T(Hom(A,G),Div(G)). Applying Proposition 16 to this divisor and the 
divisor G( 1) XX Hom(A, S), we get a closed subscheme Level(A, 6) 5 Hom(A, S). It 
is easy to see that this does the job. 0 
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Suppose that u : A + B is mono, and that 4 : B --f r( Y, G) is a level structure. Then 
r$ o u is clearly a level-A structure, and is thus classified by a map Y + Level(A, G). 
Applying this in the universal case, we obtain a map U! : Level(B, G) + Level(A, G). 
This construction is contravariantly functorial. 
Theorem 23. Level(A, G) +X is a jinite flat map. If 6 is the universal deformation 
of 60 then Level(A, G) is smooth and has dimension . 
Theorem 24. Zf C$ : A + G is a level structure then [4A] is a subgroup of G and 
[W(k)1 5 ‘W) f or all k. If A = A(m) then [4A] = G(m). 
The proofs of these two theorems will follow after a number of intermediate propo- 
sitions. Similar results are proved in [5, 91. 
Notation. g&x) is the Weierstrass polynomial (of degree p”“) which is a unit multiple 
of (Pg)*(x). 
Lemma 25. If rank(A) > n then Level(A, S) = 8. 
Proof. In this case [4A( 1 )] has degree greater than that of G( 1 ), so we can never 
have [4A(l)] I G(1). 0 
From now on, we will always assume that A has rank at most n. 
Proposition 26. Zf 0, is an integral domain of characteristic zero, then a map C$ : A --t 
r( Y, G) is a level structure if and only if it is injective. 
Proof. Observe that 4 is injective if and only if ker(4)nA( 1) = 0, so we may assume 
that A = A( 1). Write x, = X(&J(U)) and 
Y = f [&4](X) = n (x -&I) E QGXXY. 
&A 
Suppose that 4 is a level structure. Then for a E A \ 0 we have divisibility relations: 
x(x - x,) 1 y 1 pzx = px + higher terms. As p # 0 in R, we must have x, # 0 and 
thus $(a) # 0, as required. Conversely, suppose 4 is injective. The values X~ as a 
runs over A are distinct roots of the Weierstrass polynomial gi(x) defined above. By 
the usual theory of factorisation over a domain, the product 
divides gi(x), so we have a level structure. El 
Proposition 27. Suppose that X is integral. Then there is a prime ideal p < OL~~~~(A,G) 
with p n ox = 0. 
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Proof. Let m be large enough that pmA = 0. Let K be the field of fractions of 0x, 
L the splitting field of gm over K, and 0~ the subring of L generated over 0~ by the 
roots of g,,,. These roots are the same as the zeros of (pE)*x, so they form a group 
A’ under the operation +F. If we identify a map a : Y -+ 6 over X with the element 
x(a) = a*(x) E Or, then A’ = T(Y,G(m)). 
Write y = (pg )*x. Note that y = pmx (modx2), and p # 0 in L, so y vanishes only 
to first order at 0. Suppose that a, b are points of G and ~“‘a = 0. Then y(u + b) = 
x(pmu + pmb) = y(b). It follows that y vanishes only to first order at a. Thus, all the 
roots of gm in 0~ are distinct. 
Clearly A’( 1) is the set of roots of gi, and thus has order p”. Moreover, pmA’ = 0 
and iA’1 = pnm. It follows by the structure theory of finite Abelian groups that A’ N 
(Z/p”‘)“, and thus that we can choose an embedding A 4 A’. By Proposition 26, this is 
a level structure on G over Y. It is therefore classified by a map f : Y + Level(A, G) 
of schemes over X. We can take p to be the kernel of f* : COL~~~~(A,G) -+ LO,. 0 
Remark 28. In geometric language, this says that there is an irreducible component 
Y of Level(A, G) such that Y --f X is finite and dominant. We shall see shortly that 
Y = Level(A, S ). 
Corollary 29. IfX is integral then dim(Level(A, G)) 2 dim(X). 
Proposition 30. Zf G is the universal deformation of GO then Level(A, G) is a smooth 
scheme of dimension . 
Proof. Write E = 0~ = W[ul,..., q-11 (as in Section 6), and DA = OLevelCA,~). Sup- 
pose that A has rank r, say A = (a~, . . . , a,_~). Write xk = x(+(ak)) E DA. By the 
proof of Proposition 22, we know that these elements topologically generate DA over 
E, so that the u’s and x’s generate mo, . We also put Z = (x0,. . . ,x,_ 1, ur, . . . , u,_ 1). It is 
enough to show that DA/Z = IC, for then embdimLevel(A, 6) 5 n = dimX 5 dimLevel 
(A, G). Write Y = spf(DA/Z). The map 4: A + r( Y, 6 ) sends the generators to zero, 
so it is zero. Thus, f(x) = f [,+A(l)l(x) =xP r in (D~/z)[x]. Because 4 is a level struc- 
ture, this divides p:x, Using the fact (see Section 6) that p:x = u,xpm (mod us,. . . , 
24,-i, XP”‘f’), we find that us,. . . ,u,_I vanish in DA/Z. Of course, the rest of the u’s 
also vanish by definition of I. As the u’s and x’s generate mo,, this implies that 
DA/Z = K as claimed. 0 
Proposition 31. For any G, the projection Level(A, G) + X is a jinite jlat map. 
Proof. We may assume that G is the universal deformation of GO, as the general 
case is easily recovered by base change. As Level(A, G) is a closed subscheme of 
Hom(A, S) and Hom(A, G) -+X is a finite flat map, we see that Level(A, G) --f X is 
finite. By Propositions 27 and 30, we see that it is also dominant. A finite dominant 
map of smooth schemes is flat (Lemma 1). 0 
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Proposition 32. If I$ is a level structure then [4A(k)] is a subgroup scheme contained 
in G(k). 
Proof. We may assume that A = A(k), so that pkA = 0. Suppose for the moment 
that the base scheme X is integral. As in the proof of Proposition 27, we see that the 
Weierstrass polynomial gk has distinct roots. By Proposition 26, 4 is injective, so the 
polynomials x - x, for a E A are distinct factors of gk(x). It follows that n,(x - x,) 
divides &(x), so that [c$A] 5 G(k) as claimed. 
Next, write 
z=~(~-~x~)=(unit) xn(x-xn). 
&A LVEA 
In other words, for any point b of G we have 
z(b) = nx(b - &a)). 
Write W = spf( 0x [z]), so W is a quotient scheme of G. By the Weierstrass preparation 
theorem, we see that q : G 4 W is flat, of degree IAl. 
We can let A act on G, with a E A acting as translation by &a). This ac- 
tion is faithful, because 4 is injective. The map q : G 4 W clearly factors through 
G/A. It follows from Lemma 7 that W = G/A and that q is Galois. Similarly, 
we find that (G xx S)/(A x A) = W xx HI. Using these descriptions, it is easy 
to construct a (unique) multiplication on W such that q is an isogeny of formal 
groups. The kernel of q is just spf(0s/z) = [4A], so [4A] is a subgroup scheme as 
claimed. 
Now suppose that X is not integral. Let G’/X’ be the universal deformation of GO, 
and 4’ the universal level structure defined over Level(A, G’). By Proposition 30, we 
know that Level(A, G’) is integral, so the above tells us that [@A(k)] is a subgroup 
scheme contained in G’(k). Using the defining properties of X’ and Level(A, CD’), we 
construct a map f : X + Level(A, S’) such that the pullback of G’ is G and the 
pullback of 4’ is 6. It follows that [4A(k)] = f*[@A(k)] is a subgroup scheme of 
G(k), as claimed. 0 
Corollary 33. It follows from the above proof that z = &EA(x--F~,) is a coordinate 
on the quotient group G/[4A]. 
8. Galois theory of level structures 
In this section, we assume that G is the universal deformation of GO. We write 
DA = @Level(A,G), D, = Q'~evel(m,~), E=Do=ox, 
KA = field of fractions of DA. 
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Theorem 34. Let A and B beJinite Abelian p-groups of rank at most n, and u: A + B 
a monomorphism. Then: 
(i) Homs(DA,DB) = HomK(KA,Ks) = Mon(A,B). 
(ii) The map a!: Level(B, G) + Level(A, G) (which sends 4 to 4 o u) is jinite and 
j7at. 
(iii) If B cv A(m) then a! is a Galois covering. 
(iv) The torsion subgroup of T(Level(A, G), G) is A. 
The proof will follow after a number of lemmas. 
Lemma 35. HomK(KA,Ks) = HomE(DA,DB) = Mon(A, WB, G)). 
Proof. By applying Lemma 2 to a sequence of maps Level(B, G) + Level(A, G) + X, 
we see that every E-algebra map DA + DB is a monomorphism, and thus induces a map 
KA -+ KB of the fields of fractions. Conversely, consider a K-algebra map KA + KB. 
The image of DA is integral over E, hence over Dg. As DB is a unique factorisa- 
tion domain (by Theorem 23), it is integrally closed in its field of fractions. Thus, the 
image of DA is contained in DB. It follows that HomK(KA, KB) = HOmE(DA,DB). 
On the other hand, the defining property of DA implies that HOm&DA,DB) = {level-A 
structures onG over DB}. By Proposition 26, this is just Mon(A,I’(De, G)). 
Lemma 36. Aut(A(m)) acts transitively on Mon(A,A(m)). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that there is a monomorphism A -_) 
A(m), and thus think of A as a subgroup of A(m). Suppose that &A + /i(m) is a 
mononomorphism other than the inclusion. Our task is then to find an automorphism $ 
of A(m) extending 4. By elementary linear algebra over U& the map $1: A( 1) + A( 1) 
extends to an automorphism of A( 1). This patches with 4 to give a map $0: A + 
A(1) + A(m) 5 A. As A is a divisible group, it is injective, so $0 extends to a 
map $: A(m) + A. The image must be killed by p”, so we actually have $: A(m) -+ 
A(m). This is iso on A(l), so the kernel of II/ contains no points of order p, so $ 
itself is mono. By counting, $ must be iso. Thus II/ E Aut(/i(m)) and +IA = $ as 
required. 0 
Lemma 37. Let B be a subgroup of A(m), and set 
r = {N E Aut(A(m)) such that NIB = Is}. 
Then the group of jixed points of r is just B. 
Proof. Suppose that u $ B. We need to construct c1 E r with U(U) # u. Suppose that 
u generates a cyclic subgroup C of order p’, and that C’ = C n B is generated by pku 
and so has order piSk < p’. We can then construct an automorphism CI of A = B + C 
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by defining a(b + c) = b + (1 + plek) c when b E B and c E C (it is not hard to 
check that this is well-defined). This in turn extends to an automorphism of A(m) by 
Lemma 36. It sends u to (1 + plek) u # u. 0 
Note that K,,, is generated over K by roots of the Weierstrass polynomial g,,,, which 
splits completely over K,,,. Thus Km is the splitting field of g,,,, and so is Galois over 
K. We can also see that A(m) is the full group of points of order pm in T(D,,,,G), 
as gm can only have deg(g,) = pm” = IA(m)1 roots. It follows using Lemma 35 that 
Gal(K,/K) = AutK(K,) = Aut(A(m)). Moreover, if p”‘A = 0 then KA is generated by 
a subset of the roots of gm, so that K,,, contains a normal closure of KA. The degree of 
the extension K + KA is just the number of embeddings of KA in the normal closure, 
so [KA : K] = 1 HomK(K,4,Km)l = 1 Mon(A, A(m))/. 
Lemma 38. HomK(KA, KS) = Mon(A,B). 
Proof. The extension K,,,/KB is Galois as K,,,/K is. Moreover, the subgroup of 
Gal(K,,,/K) fixing KB is just the group r 5 Aut(A(m)) of Lemma 37. By the fimda- 
mental theorem of Galois theory, the fixed field of r is just KB. Thus Horn&&&)= 
HomK(KA,K,)r = Mon(A,A(m))r = Mon(A,B), the last equality coming from 
Lemma 37. 0 
Corollary 39. The torsion subgroup of r(DB, G) is B. 
Proof. This follows easily by comparing Lemma 38 with Lemma 35. 0 
Proof of Theorem 34. Part (i) follows immediately from Lemmas 35 and 38. It fol- 
lows that all the maps u!: Level(B, G) + Level(A, S) are dominant. Both the source 
and target are smooth by Theorem 23, so U! is flat by Lemma 1. This gives (ii). Now 
suppose that B N A(m), so without loss of generality A 5 B = A(m). We have seen 
above that K,,,/KA is Galois, so Lemma 6 tells us that U! is a Galois covering. This 
gives (iii). Finally, (iv) is Corollary 39. 
We can use the above theory to understand the structure of DA more explicitly. 
For simplicity, assume that A = Z/pk @ Z/p’, with k 2. 1 (the extension to groups 
of larger rank is evident). It is clear that gk(x) is divisible by gk_r(x), say gk(X) = 
gk-_1(x)hk(x) for some Weierstrass polynomial hk of degree pnk - pn(k-ll. Let D’ be 
the subring of DA generated over E by the root xc = x(#(ac)) of h&x). Over D’, 
the series h/(x) has p’ - p’-’ roots, {x(jp”-‘a~) IO c j < p’, j # 0 (mod p)}. 
After dividing out the corresponding linear factors, we obtain a Weierstrass polynomial 
f(x) of degree p”’ - p”(‘-‘I - p’ + p I-‘. The ring DA is generated over D’ by a root 
xi =x(&at)) of this polynomial. It is not hard to see that the product of the degrees 
of hk and f is the same as the rank ( Mon(A, A)1 of DA over E. It follows that 
DA = E~xo,xl]i/(hk(xo)rf(xl)). 0 
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9. Quotients by level structures 
Let Go be a formal group of height n over X0 = spec(rc). For every m, the divisor 
pm[O] is a subgroup of GO. We write Go(m) for the quotient group Go/p”[O], and 
G(m) -+ X(m) for the universal deformation of Go(m) + X0. Note that Go(l) = 
ker(po,: GO -+ GO) = p”[O]. It follows that psO induces an isomorphism Go(m+n) + 
So(m). We use this to identify X(m + n) with X(m) and S(m + n) with G(m). 
Proposition 40. Let u:A -+ B be an epimorphism of jinite Abelian p-groups, with 
1 ker(u)) = p’ say. Then u induces a map 
u!: Level(A, G(m)) + Level(B, G(m + I)). 
Proof. Let 4 be the universal level-A structure on G(m), which is defined over the 
scheme Y = Level(A, G(m)). Write K = [+ ker(u)]. This is a subgroup divisor on 
G(m), whose restriction to the special fibre of Y is KO = p’[O]. It follows that 
G(m)/K is a deformation of Go(m + I). The composite ker(u) + ALQY, G(m)) -+ 
l’( Y, G(m)/K) is clearly zero. This gives a map II/: B 4 r( Y, G(m)/K). I claim that 
this is a level structure. As LOr is an integral domain of characteristic zero, it is enough 
to show that Ic/ is injective (Proposition 26). Suppose a E B \ ker(u), and let x be a 
coordinate on G(m). In view of Corollary 33, we need only check that the following 
product does not vanish: 
z(4a) = n 44a - 4~) = n x(&a-c)). 
&km(u) cEker(u) 
Because 4 is a level structure, a - c # 0, and 0, is an integral domain, we conclude 
that x(q5(a - c)) # 0. It follows that z(&a)) # 0 as required. 
The level structure $ is classified by a map Level(A, G(m)) + Level(B, G (m + I)), 
which we take to be u!. 0 
In particular, if IAl = p’ then the maps O&AL0 induce maps 
O!: Level(A, G(m)) + Level(0, G(m)) =X(m) 
O!: Level(A, G(m)) --+ Level(0, S(m + I)) = X(m + E). 
The first of these is just the usual projection. 
Theorem 41. 
(1) u! is a covariant functor of u. 
(2) u! is a finite flat map. 
(3) The maps O-!?+A(Z)~O give the same map 
O! = O!: Level(Z, G(m)) +X(m) = X(m + n). 
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(4) Consider a commutative square as follows. 
Aa r +B 
ll 
I 1 
” 
C, S *D 
This is a pullback if and only if it is a pushout. If so, then 
s!u! = u!r!: Level@, G(m)) + Level(C, G(m + 1)) 
(where 1 ker(u)l = p’ = 1 ker(v)l). 
(5) Ifu is iso then u! = (i’)-’ = (<I)!. 
(6) If A E A(m) then u! is a Galois covering, with Galois group r = {a E 
Am(A) 1 ua = u}. 
(7) The maps Of: Level(B, G(m)) 4 X(m+ 1) and O!: Level(Z3, G(m)) + X have the 
same degree. 
Proof. We can take m = 0 without loss of generality, and assume that G is the 
universal deformation of Go. 
(1) This is clear. 
(2) This will be proved after (3). 
(3) The map O!: Level( 1, G) + X is just the originally given projection, so the group 
over Level(1, G) with which we implicitly start is just (O!)*G. We have a universal 
level structure 4: A( 1) --t (O!)*G. By Theorem 24, we have [4A(l)] = G(1). By the 
definition of the map 01, we have an isomorphism 
(O!)*G/G(l) = (O!)*G/[4A(l)] + OFG(nl) 
whose restriction to the special fibre is just the identity map of S,/p”‘[O]. After using 
our standard identification of G (nl) with G, we get an isomorphism 
(o!)*G/G(l) + 0;s 
whose restriction to the special fibre is the map 
p&: GllP”‘wl -+ Go. 
Because 6 is the universal deformation of GO, the map O! is uniquely characterised 
by the existence of such an isomorphism. On the other hand, we have an isomorphism 
p&: (o!)*G/G(l) + (o!)*G 
which has the same effect on the special fibre. It follows that O! = O!. 
(2) Choose an epimorphism v: n(l) -A (for some large 1). We thus have a chain 
of epimorphisms A(l)~A~B~O. This gives maps as follows, where the *‘s refer 
to various integers: 
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By (3), we know that the full composite O!u!u! is finite and dominant. All the schemes 
involved are smooth (and thus integral) and have dimension n. Applying Lemma 2 
twice, we see that u! is finite and dominant. It is therefore flat, by Lemma 1. 
(4) Consider the following sequence 
The left hand map is mono (because Y is), the right hand map is epi (because u is) 
and the composite is zero (because the diagram commutes). It is easy to see from this 
that the sequence is exact if and only if the square is a pushout, if and only if the 
square is a pullback. If so, we write E = ker(u) and observe that r: E 2: ker(u). Write 
Y = Level(B,G), so we have a level structure 4: B --) T(Y,G). We define maps $ 
and x by requiring that the following diagrams commute: 
A @ *r(Y,G) 
u I I 
D 7 U K Glf4rEl) 
The two maps ZQY! and s!u! from Y to Level(C, G (1) ) classify the two level structures 
x and II/ o s on G/[c#wE]. On the other hand, it is clear from the above diagrams that 
these level structures are the same. 
(5) Apply (4) with s = u-i and r = u = 1. 
(6) By (3) and Theorem 34, we know that the composite Level(A,G)% 
LeoeE(B, G(l))LX nm is a Galois covering. Using Lemma 6 to reduce to the case 
of field extensions, we see that u! is Galois. Referring again to Theorem 34, ,we see 
that the Galois group is r = {LX E Aut(A) 1 u!d = u!}. Using (5) and the fact that level 
structures over integral domains in characteristic zero are injective, we conclude that 
r = {a E Aut(A) 1 u = ua}. 
(7) Choose an epimorphism u:A = /1(Z) + B, and let r be as above. By the 
Pontrjagin dual of Lemma 36, we see that 
deg(O!) = 1 Aut(A)/rI = 1 Mon(A*,n(Z)*)I = 1 Epi(,4(Z),A)I 
(where A* = Horn@, Q/Z) etc.). As there are (unnatural) isomorphisms A - A* and 
n(Z) N ,4(Z)*, we see that 
deg(O!) = 1 Mon(A, n(Z))1 = 1 Mon(A, n)l. 
By Theorem 34, this is the same as the degree of deg(O!). •i 
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10. Classification of subgroups 
We now fix M > 0 and study the classification of subgroups of G of degree pm. 
Theorem 42. The functor from schemes over X to sets given by 
Y H {subgroups of 63 XX Y of degree pm> 
is represented by a scheme Sub,(G) over X. Moreover, for any map X’ + X we 
have 
X’ xX Sub,(G) = Sub,(X’ XX S). 
The projection Sub,(G) +X is a jinite Jlat map, of degree 
d = (Sub,(A)l = number of subgroups of A of order pm . 
Formulae for d will be given later. The scheme Sub,(G) is Gorenstein. 
The rest of this section will constitute the proof. The existence and behaviour under 
pullback of Sub,(G) is given by [9, Corollary 1.3.71. In Section 10.1, we prove some 
combinatorial formulae. In Section 10.2, we apply these formulae in an argument in- 
spired by the theory of Griibner bases to give an upper bound for the degree of the 
map Sub,(G) --f X. In Section 10.3, we analyse what happens when we invert p 
and thus make all finite subgroups &tale (cf. [9, Corollary 3.7.21). In Section 10.4, 
we assemble these results to prove the theorem, except for the fact that Sub,(G) is 
Gorenstein, which is proved in Section 10.5 
10.1. Combinatorics 
We write ,4* = Hom(A,Q,/Z,) = Z”p. Note 
lattices L of index pm in A*. Any lattice L < A* 
M E M,,(H,) with det(M) # 0, and two matrices 
they are related by reversible column operations. 
that d(m,n) is also the number of 
has the form M.Z”, for some matrix 
give the same lattice if and only if 
Notation. Given a sequence (ak, ak+l, . . . , a+ 1) we write 
lal = Caj, llall = C&j* 
j j 
If n = 1 we allow the empty sequence, with Ial = llall = 0. 
Lemma 43. Every matrix in M E M&Z,) with det(M) # 0 can be reduced by 
reversible column operations to a unique matrix of the following form (we show the 
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case n = 4, but the generalisation is evident). Equivalently, any lattice L 5 A* has a 
unique basis given by the columns of such a matrix. 
\ a03 a13 a23 pa3 /
The index of such a lattice is pIal. 
Proof. We find an element of minimal valuation in the top row and move the corre- 
sponding column to the left hand end. We then multiply this column by a unit to get 
pQ at the top left, and then perform column operations to clear the rest of the top 
row. By induction, we can reduce the (n - 1) x (n - 1) submatrix at the bottom right 
to the desired form. A few more evident column operations put the entries in the first 
column into the stated range. It is now not hard to see that ak is the minimal valua- 
tion of bk among vectors of the form (0,. . . , 0, bk, . . . , b,_l ) in the lattice L = M./i*. 
Moreover, the (k + 1)th column above is the unique such vector with bk = pQ and 
0 5 bt < poL’ for 1 > k. This gives uniqueness. It is not hard to see that the vectors 
b with 0 5 bk < pak form a transversal for L in /1*, so that ILI*/_LI = pIal. 0 
Corollary 44. Zf ct runs over sequences (al,. . . , q-1) with /aI < m then 
d(m, n) = c pll”ll. 
a 
It follows that 
n-l 
Zn(t) = C d(m, n)t” = n 1. 
1 k=O ’ - tit 
Proof. The first statement follows by counting the possible matrices in the lemma in 
the obvious way. Next, write 
(1 - pkq-’ = c pkQ tat. 
Q>O 
The second claim follows by expanding out the product. 0 
We can also give a somewhat more explicit formula for d(m,n). First, we recall the 
definition of the Gaussian binomial coefficients: 
This can also be interpreted as the number of I-dimensional subspaces of a k-dimen- 
sional vector space over L& 
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Lemma 45. The Gaussian binomial coejicients satisfy 
[:I,= [k5], and [:I,= [::~]p+~z[kJ1]p~ 
Proof. Suppose dimrp V = k. There is an obvious bijection W H ann( W) between l- 
dimensional subspaces of V and (k - Q-dimensional subspaces of V*, which gives the 
first statement. Now write V = L CD U with dimL = 1. Let W I V have dimension 1. 
If W contains L then it has the form L $ W’ for a unique (I - 1 )-dimensional subspace 
of U; there are 
[k-l1 
1~-11, 
such W’s. If W does not contain L then it is the graph of a unique linear map W” + L 
for a unique l-dimensional subspace W” 5 U; this occurs 
k-l 
p1 1 [ 1 P 
times. The second claim follows. q 
Lemma 46. 
d(m,n)= [niy;l]p. 
Proof. We know that 
n-1 
1 
Z,(t) = xd(m,n)tm = n p. 
m k=O 1 - pkt 
We want to show that this is the same as 
w.(t)=C [-;l] t”. 
m P 
It is enough to show that 21(t) = WI(~) (which is immediate) and that (1 - p”-It) 
Wn(t) = W+l(t). This follows easily from the equation 
which follows in turn from Lemma 45. 0 
We shall need another auxiliary numerical function. Fix m and n. For 0 5 I I n 
and 0 I k we define 
e(k, 1) = c pllall where CI = (ctl,. . .,a,-~) and k + [cl/ 5 m. 
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Of course, we have e(0, 1) = d(m,n). If I = n we again allow a to be the empty 
sequence, with ]CX = llall = 0. Thus e(k,n) = 1 provided that k 5 m. 
Lemma 47. e(k, 1) is the unique function with the properties 
e(k,n) = 1 ifk 5 m, 
e(k, I) = 0 ifk > m, 
e(k, I) = e(k, I + 1) + p’e(k + 1, Z) if I < n. 
Proof. It is clear that e(k, I) has the first two properties. For the third, recall that 
e(k, I) = C{pl~“l~ 1 c1 = (cq,. . . ,cI,_~) and k + Ial 2 m}. The sum of the terms with 
a~=Oisjuste(k,Z+l).Ifa~>Othenwecanwrite~l=ar-land~~=ajfor 
j > 1. Then Ial = 1 + I/?] and llall = Z+ lIpI\. The sum of the terms with aI > 0 is 
thus C{p’p”fl” I B = (/?r,. . . , /In-l) and k+ 1 + IpI 5 m}. This is just p’e(k+ 1,l). It 
is easy to see that these properties characterise e uniquely. 0 
10.2. Infinitesimal theory 
In this section, we study the scheme Sub,(Gs) (which is the same as X0 XX 
Sub,(G)). We first give a lemma which is slightly more general than what we need 
in this section, but the extra generality will be useful later. 
Lemma 48. Let B be a jinite-dimensional u-algebra, and suppose that elements bo, . . . , 
b, E B satisfy nib: = 0 with ni > 0 for all i. Then 
dim, B < C ni dim, BJbi. 
I 
Proof. Write b’ = n,,, by (so that b:b’ = 0). For 0 < j < no, the space Bb$Bbr’ 
is a cyclic module over B/ho. Moreover, Bb;fo is a cyclic module for B/b’. It follows 
that dim, B 5 no dim, B/b0 + dim, B/b’. By induction on m, we find that 
dim, B/b’ 2 C ni dim, B/(b’, bi) = C ni dim, BIbi. 
i>O i>O 
The claim follows. q 
Proposition 49. deg [Sub,(G) -+ X] < d(m, n). 
Proof. Write Y = Sub,(Go) and E’ = 0, and W = G XX Y. Note that W has strict 
height n. We have a universal subgroup K < W of degree pm and a quotient map 
q: W + W/K. Note that q has height m and W/K has height n. Let Y(k, I) be the closed 
subscheme of Y on which q has strict height at least k and W/K has strict height at 
least 1, and write 
E’(k, 0 = OYW, e’(k, I) = dim, E’(k, I). 
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Because p = 0 in K we have Y = Y(0, 1). Clearly also Y(k, 1) = 0 and e’(k, 1) = 0 if 
k > m. 
Next, recall that Y = Sub,(Gs) is a closed subscheme of Div,.,(Gs). To see 
what this means more explicitly, choose coordinates x and y on W and W/K. By 
the Weierstrass preparation theorem, we can write q*y = f(x)u(x) with f a manic 
polynomial of degree pm congruent to xpnl modulo my, and u invertible. It follows 
that f is just the manic polynomial f~ classifying the divisor K, and thus that the co- 
efficients of f (excluding the top one) generate the maximal ideal of E’. Over Y(m, 2) 
we have q* y = 0 (mod xp” ) from which we see that f(x) = xp”‘. It follows that the 
maximal ideal of E’(m, Z) is zero, so that e’(m, I) 5 1. 
Next, I claim that e’(k, Z) 5 e’(k, Z + 1) + p’e’(k + 1, I) when Z < n. To see this, we 
work temporarily over E’(k, I). There are elements U, U, a E E’(k, I) with u invertible 
such that 
p;x = UP” + . . . 
p&y = vyp’ + . . . 
q*y = aPk + . . . 
Note that E’(k, Z)/u = E’(k + 1, Z) and E’(k, Z)/u = E’(k, 1 + 1). The relation pw/~ o q = 
q 0 pw gives 
uaP’xPk+’ + . . . = auPkxPk+” + . . . . 
Because we assume that Z < n, we find that va P’ = 0. The claim now follows from 
Lemma 48. 
We next consider the analogous situation with 1 = n and k < m, so that a lies in 
the maximal ideal of E’. By the same argument, we find that vap” = azd, so that 
a(l - vU-PkaP”-’ ) = 0. The term in parentheses is a unit, so a = 0. This shows 
that E’(k,n) = E’(k + 1, n). By induction, we see that E’(k, n) = E’(m,n), so that 
e’(k, n) = e’(m, n) < 1. 
From the above and Lemma 47 we see that e’(k, 1) < e(k, I). In particular, dim(E’) = 
e’(0, 1) 5 e(0, 1) = d(m, n) as claimed. 0 
10.3. Rational theory 
In this section, we shall assume that Ux is an integral domain in which p # 0, 
that K is a subgroup of 6 of degree pm, and that we are given a level-m structure 
4: A(m) + G. For a E A(m) we write x, = x(&a)) E 0~. 
For any subgroup A of order pm of A (equivalently, of A(m)), we have a subgroup- 
scheme [$A] of G, with degree pm. This corresponds to a section Q:X + Sub,(G). 
Putting these together, we get a map Sub,(A) x X + Sub,(G), or equivalently 
LOsub,, ---) F(Sub,(A), 0~). (The target ring F(Sub,(A), 0~) is the ring of functions 
from the finite set Sub,(A) to the ring 0x, with pointwise operations.) 
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Proposition 50. The resulting map 
Gub,,,&,l -+ Wubn(~), Qd+-l) 
is surjective with nilpotent kernel, 
The proof will be given after some intermediate results. We write a N b if and only 
if a is a unit multiple of b. 
Firstly, recall from Theorem 24 that [$/i(m)] = G(m), and hence that 
(PE)*x - n (x-&d. 
aEn 
On the other hand, for any formal group we have (pz )*x = pmx (mod x2). It follows 
that lJafO xa N pm. Consider the discriminant 
A = n (x, - xb). 
a#b 
Write N = I/i(m)] = pm”. It follows easily from the above and Lemma 15 that 
N 
N pmN. 
In particular, A becomes invertible when we invert p. Now write E’ = 6&,,,(G), and 
pA = ker(uA ) U E’. Note that E//p, = Co,. 
Lemma 51. If A # B then p is nilpotent mod PA + pB. 
Proof. We may suppose that there exists a E A \ B. Modulo pB we have f&) = 
nb,,(X - xb), and modulo PA we have fK(xa) = 0. Thus, using Lemma 15 we get 
o=fK(X~)=~(X,--~b)~~~~-b (modpA+PB). 
bEB b 
Each term in the product nbeB(xa - Xb) divides A and thus divides a power of p. 
Thus p is nilpotent mod pA + pB as claimed. 0 
Lemma 52. If p is a prime ideal in E’ and p $ p then p 2 pA for some A. 
Proof. We know that K i G(m), so j&) divides J$)(x) = &en(mj(~ -x,). Now 
work over the integral domain El/p. We know that the discriminant of fG(,,,) is nonzero, 
so the roots are distinct. We must therefore have fK(x) = n,,,(x - x,) for some 
uniquely determined subset A GA(m). As K is a subgroup scheme of G, it must be 
invariant under translation by any of its points. From this, it follows easily that A is a 
subgroup of n(m), and that p 2 pA. 0 
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Proof of Proposition 50. The last two lemmas show that p,[l/p] +p,[l/p] = E’[l/p] 
and 
(7 PA@ = n p=V%. 
A pEspccE'[;l 
The proposition follows by the Chinese remainder theorem. 
Corollary 53. The map Sub,(G) -+X is flat, with degree 
q 
Proof. Write E = 0,~ and d = d(m,n). By Proposition 49 we know that there is an 
E-linear epimorphism Ed + E’. It follows that the induced map 
f’: E[+ld -+ E’[;] + E’[;]/fi 
is epi. By Proposition 50, this is an epimorphism between two free modules of the 
same rank, so it is iso. By assumption E is an integral domain in which p # 0, so 
Ed + E[ild is mono. By considering the following square, we see that f is mono 
and thus iso (and thus that 0 = fi a E’). 
Ed 
f HE’ 
I I 
qld f’ E’[f,]/fi N E[$ld q 
10.4. General theory 
We can now prove Theorem 42, except for the Gorenstein property, which is treated 
in the next subsection. Let G be a formal group of height n over an arbitrary connected 
base X. Let G’/X’ be the universal deformation of Go/&, and let G” be the pullback 
of G’ to Level(m, G’). We can apply Corollary 53 to conclude that the projection 
Sub&G”) = Level(m, (6’) XX’ Sub,(Q) + Level(m, 6’) is flat, with degree d(m, n). 
As Level(m, G’) --+ X’ is faithfully flat, it is not hard to conclde that Sub,(G’) + 
X’ is also flat, with degree d(m,n). As Sub,(G) = X xx’ Sub&G’), we see that 
Sub,(G) + X is again flat, with the required degree. 
10.5. The Gorenstein property 
We next show that the scheme Sub,(G) is Gorenstein (I do not know whether it is 
a complete intersection). We first recall the definition and basic facts about Gorenstein 
rings. 
Definition 54. A Noetherian local ring R is Gorenstein if the R-module R admits a 
finite resolution by injective R-modules. 
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Proposition 55. (a) Let R be a Noetherian local ring, and (xl,.. .,x,,,) a regular se- 
quence in R generating an ideal I 5 ~fl. Then R is Gorenstein if and only if R/I is 
Gorenstein. 
(b) A regular Noetherian local ring is Gorenstein. 
(c) An Artinian local ring R is Gorenstein if and only if the socle sot(R) = {a E 
R 1 am = 0) has dimension one over IC = R/m. 
Proof. Part (a) is [2, Proposition 3.1.19(b)]. As a field is visibly Gorenstein, part (b) 
follows. Part (c) is essentially [2, Theorem 3.2.101. 0 
Recall the notation used in the proof of Proposition 49. We write Y for the scheme 
Sub,(Go) and put W = G XX Y. We have a universal subgroup K < HI of degree 
pm and a quotient map q: W + W/K. We choose coordinates x and y on W and W/K. 
There is thus an element a E 0r such that q* y = ax (mod x2). We can also consider 
the equation f~(x) of the divisor K, which is a unit multiple of q*y in Or 1x1. Thus 
f~(x) = a’x (mod x2) for some element a’ E Co,, which is a unit multiple of a. 
Proposition 56. The ring &b,,,(a;) is Gorenstein. The socle of the quotient ring 
c?&,,(G,,) is generated by the element a r (p + . . . + p”-‘) (where a t N means aN). 
Itisalsogeneratedbya’t(p+...+p”-’). 
Proof. First, recall that &&,(oO) = K@X 6&,,(o), which is obtained from @s&,,(o) by 
killing the sequence (us,. . . , ~~-1). This sequence is regular (because Sub,(G) --+ X 
is flat). Thus, by part (a) of Proposition 55, it is enough to show that 6&,&) is 
Gorenstein. Moreover, by part (c) of Proposition 55, it is enough to show that the 
socle is generated by a t (p + . . . + p"-' ). 
To do this, we reuse the notation and ideas of the proof of Proposition 49. It was 
shown there that 
e’(k, 1) I e’(k, I + 1) + pte’(k + 1, I) (I < n). 
There is a similar relation for the numbers e(k, I), with the inequality replaced by an 
equality. Moreover, we have 
e’tkn) I 1 = e(k,n) (k 5 m), 
e’(k, I) = 0 = e(k, I) (k > m). 
Finally, Theorem 42 implies that e(0, 1) = d(m,n) = e’(0, 1). It follows easily that 
e’(k, I) = e(k, 1) when k < m and 1 < n, and thus that e’(k, 2) = e’(k, Z+l)+p’e’(k+l, I) 
when 1 < n. In particular, we have e’(0, I) = e’(0, 1 + 1) + pte’( 1, I). Recall that the 
corresponding inequality was derived from the relation var’ = 0, with E’(O,l)/a = 
E’( 1, I) and E'(0, Z)/v = E’(0, I + 1). Because we are considering the case k = 0, the 
element a here is the same as that in the statement of the proposition. Using Lemma 57 
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below, we find that multiplication by ap’ gives an isomorphism soc(E’(0, I + 1)) N 
soc(E’(O,Z)). It follows that multiplication by b = a 7 (p + . . . + p”-‘) gives an 
isomorphism soc(E’(O,n)) cv soc(E'(0, 1)). As e’(O,n) = e(O,n) = 1, we see that 
E’(O,n) = K and thus that soc(E’(O,n)) = K. Moreover, E'(0, 1) = &&&,,(oO). It follows 
that soc(&&,b,,(&)) is generated by b, as claimed. The last statement of the proposition 
is trivial. 0 
We still owe the reader the following lemma. 
Lemma 57. Let R be a jinite-dimensional local algebra over a jield IC, with maximal 
ideal nt. Suppose that v, a E m satisfy vak = 0 (fbr some k) and dim(R) = dim(R/v)+ 
kdim(R/a). Then multiplication by ak is a monomorphism R/v + R, whose image is 
the annihilator of v. Moreover, this map induces an isomorphism soc(Rlv) Y sot(R). 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 48, we filter R by the ideals Ra’ (where 0 5 i < k). 
The quotients are cyclic modules over R/a, and the last ideal Rak is a cyclic module 
over R/v, so that dim(Ra’/Ra’+‘) 5 dim(R/a) and dim(Rak) < dim(R/v). On adding 
up these inequalities, we obtain the inequality dim(R) < dim(R/v) + k dim(R/a), which 
is by assumption an equality. It follows that all our inequalities are actually equalities, 
and thus that all our cyclic modules are actually free of rank one. This means that 
multiplication by ak gives a monomorphism R/v -+ R. 
Let J be the annihilator of v, so that the image of the above map is clearly contained 
in J. On the other hand, we have short exact sequences 
J + R-f+Rv, Rv 4 R -+ Rfv 
which imply that dim(J) = dim(R/v). It follows that our monomorphism ak: R/v --+ J 
is actually an isomorphism. 
It is immediate that ak soc(R/v) < sot(R). Conversely, suppose that x E sot(R). As 
v E m, we have xv = 0, so that x E J. It follows that x = sky for some y E R/v. 
Suppose that z E m. Then ak(yz) = xz = 0 because x E sot(R). As multiplication by 
ak is a monomorphism, we see that yz = 0 in R/v. Thus y E soc(R/v). This means 
that ak gives an isomorphism soc(R/v) N sot(R), as claimed. 0 
11. Flags 
Consider a sequence 2 = (2s = 0 < Ai < . . . < 2, = n). A Jlag of type A on 
G will mean a sequence of subgroup divisors 0 = KC, < K1 < . . . < K,,, = G(1) 
such that & has degree pAk. Using Proposition 16 and Theorem 42, we see that the 
functor from schemes over X to sets given by Y H {flags of type il on G XX Y} is 
represented by a scheme Flag(& G ) over X. This is in fact a closed subscheme of 
nk SubA, and thus is finite over X. 
Similarly, we let Flag(l, A) be the set of sequences 0 = As < A i < . . . < A, = 
n(l) such that l&l = pk. Let ao,..., a,_1 be the standard basis of A( 1) = (Z/p)“. 
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Write & = (Ui ( i < &), SO that 4 = (As,. . . , A,) E Flag(l, A). Write r = Aut(J 1)) 
and let r(2) be the subgroup which preserves A. Clearly Flag(i, A) N r/r(n). 
If 4: A( 1) 4 r(X, G) is a level structure then by putting Kk = [&Ik] we obtain a 
flag of type 1,. This construction gives rise to a map Level( 1, G ) --) Flag( A, G ). 
Theorem 58. The maps 
Level( 1, G ) -+ Flag(l, G) + X 
are Jlat of degree (r(n)\ and IFlag(1, A)( respectively. If 65 is the universal defor- 
mation of GO then Flag(& G) is a smooth scheme and Level( 1, G) --+ Flag(1, G) is 
Galois. 
We will prove this theorem at the end of this section. First, observe that whenever 
we have a flag of type I we have isogenies 
63 = G/K,, % G/K, % . . . ‘= G/K,,,_, % 6. 
At the last stage, we have identified G/K, = G/G(l) with G via the isomorphism 
pi: G/G(l) E 6. With this convention, we have qrn o q,,_l o . . . o q1 = pi: G + 16. 
Moreover, qk has height & - &-i . 
11.1. Combinatorics 
Consider a sequence p = (0 = ~0 < ~1 < . .. 5 pm 5 n). Choose linearly inde- 
pendent subspaces Nk 5 A( 1) of dimension pk - pk_ 1 and put M, = @=i Ni and 
kf: = @y=k+i Nj. 
Definition 59. d(p) is the number of flags of type I such that Ak n M,,, = Mk for 
0 5 k 5 m. This is clearly independent of the choices made. Note that d(0,. . . ,O) = 
IFlag(& that d(p) = 0 UdeSS pk+l - pk 5 jlk+l - Ak for 0 5 k < m, and that 
d(p) = 1 if pk = & for 0 5 k < m. 
Definition 60. If pm < n and 0 < k 5 m write 
6kP = (PO~4k-l~Pk + i?.,h + 1). 
Lemma 61. If pm <n then 
d@) = 2 p”“-““d(e#). 
k=l 
Proof. Choose L 5 A( 1) with dimrp L = 1 and L n M,,, = 0. Let A be a flag of type 
A such that Aj n M,,, = Mj for all j. There is an exact sequence 
Note that 71, is epi. Let k be the least value of j for which rtj is epi (or equivalently, 
nonzero). For j < k we have Aj n (M, @ L) = Mj. For j 2 k, there is a unique map 
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fj: L 4 M,! such that Aj n (Mm CDL) = Aj f? (Mj @M,f CDL) = Mj @ graph(fj). Moreover, 
fi+1 is just the composite 
lt follows that all the fj are determined by fk E Hom(L,ML). Moreover, any homo- 
morphism L + ML can arise in this way. It follows that the number of A’s with a 
given value of k is ]Hom(L,&)]d(fIk~) = ~P”~-p~d(&pL). The claim follows. 0 
11.2. Injinitesimal theory 
We next study the scheme Y = X0 XX Flag(il, G). Consider a sequence p as above. 
Write Y(p) for the closed subscheme of Y on which qk has strict height at least 
fik - pk__1 for all k. Put A(p) = oy~,) and e(p) = dim, A@). Note that e(0,. . . ,O) = 
dim,A. Recall that we have isogenies 
G = G/K0 -% G/K1 -% . . . ‘= G/Km_1 2 G 
with 
qm O qm-1 O “’ 0 q1 = pG: G + G. 
Proposition 62. deg [Flag(& 6) + X] = dim, A 5 IFlag(l, A)]. 
Proof. Note that e(0,. . . , 0) = dim, A = deg [Flag(& G ) + X] , and that d(0,. . . , 0) = 
IFlag(& so it is enough to prove that e(p) 5 d(p) for all p. It is clear that e(p) = 0 
LulleSS pk+i -pk < &+, --& for 0 5 k < m. Next, Suppose that pk = & for 0 5 k < m. 
It follows that over Y(p) we have & = pA”[O] for 0 5 k < m. By construction, the 
ring A is generated over K: by the parameters of the divisors Kk, so this implies that 
K + A(p) is epi and e(p) 5 1. We now need only prove that when p,,, < n we have 
k=l 
To see this, we work temporarily over A(p). We shall write a Tn for a” where typo- 
graphically convenient. Choose coordinates Xk on the formal groups G/Kk. There are 
elements bk E A(p) such that q:Xk = bk(xk-1 T (pPt-pk--l )) + higher terms . Note that 
A(p)/bk = A(&p). We also have 
q:qt . . . qzx,,, = (xorpPm )fi (bkTpPmmPt) + higher terms. 
k=l 
On the other hand, qT . . . qzx,,, = pz x0, and this is divisible by x:’ (because Y lies 
over X0). By assumption P,,, < n, so we have 
fi(bkTpPm-“*) = 0. 
k=l 
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It follows by Lemma 48 that 
dim,@) < c pPmePr dim,A(p)/bk = c pPm--llk dim,A(&p). 
k k 
In other words, e(p) 5 c,“=, ppk-le(&p) as required. 0 
11.3. Galois theory 
In this subsection we assume that G is the universal deformation of Go. As 
mentioned earlier, there is a map Level( 1, G) -+ Flag(;l, G ), classifying the flag [4&l 
< +. e < [t#~&]; this clearly factors through Level(1, G))lr(n). 
Given a subset SC n(l), we have a divisor [&‘I = CaES [&a)] on G over 
Level( 1, G ). Suppose we have maps Level( 1,G) L Y & X such that f is epi 
and gf is the usual map. We shall say that S is defined over Y (or over Or) if and 
only if there is a (unique) divisor D on Y such that [&S] = f *D, or equivalently if 
and only if the polynomial &,,(t --x0) lies in the subring Oy[t] < O)Levelcl,a;)[t]. 
For example, if S is invariant under the action of r(1) then S is defined over the 
quotient scheme Level( 1, ‘&)/r(n). The following facts are evident: 
(i) If DO and D1 are defined over Y then so is DO + Dl. 
(ii) If DO and DO + D1 are defined over Y then so is D,. 
(iii) If the point a and the divisor D are defined over Y then so is the translate 
T,*D. 
Lemma 63. Suppose we have epimorphisms Level( 1, G) + Y & Y’ + X. Suppose 
that a E S c A, that S is defined over Y’, and that 0~ is generated by _x~ over Oy,. 
Then deg(g) 2 IS]. 
Proof. Consider the polynomial f(t) = nbEs (t - xb) E C!b[t], which is manic and 
has degree ISI. Clearly f(xa) = 0 so Or is a quotient of 
at most ISI generators over Or!. 0 
Remark 64. Geometrically, this means that Y embeds as 
divisor [&S] over Y’. 
Proposition 65. deg [Level(l, G) + Flag(;l, G)] 5 ]r(J)l. 
0rf[t]/f(t) and thus needs 
a closed subscheme of the 
Proof. We again write {ao, . . . ,a,_~} for the standard basis of n(l), so that Ak = 
(ai(i<&), Put rk = { u E r(l) ) cx(ai) = ai for i < k}. Clearly 
n-1 
ir(n)l = n Irk/rk+l) = fi Irkakl. 
k=O k=l 
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Suppose that /J.j 5 k < Lj+, . A little linear algebra shows that rkak = /lj+, \(at 1 i < k). 
Write 
Yo = spf(Co) = image(Level( 1, s)/r(n) + Flag(R, G)), 
xk = X($(ak)) E Dl = OLevel(l,~), 
Ck=Co[xjlj<kl<D1, 
Yk = spf(Ck). 
We thus have maps Level( 1, S) = Y, + Y,_ t -+ f . . + Y. 4 Flag(l, G ), the last of 
which is a closed embedding. The map Level( 1, G) --+ Flag(l, G) is defined so that 
the pullback of the divisor Kk is precisely [f$nk], It follows that Ak is defined over YO 
for all k. 
The point ok of G over Y, is actually defined over Yk+t . Using our description of 
rkak above, we see that rkak iS defined over Yk. Applying Lemma 63, we see that 
deg[Yk+t + Yk] 5 l&$-k+& It fOllOWS that 
deg [Level(l, G) + Flag@, G)l 5 n Irk/rk+lI = Irwl. 0 
k 
Proof of Theorem 58. We may assume that G is the universal deformation of GO. 
Write a = [r(n)1 and b = ]Flag(1,A)l, and note that ab = Ir(. Consider the maps 
Level( 1, G ) f, Level( 1, G )/r(n) 3 Flag(& G ) 3 X 
By Propositions 62 and 65 we know that deg(h) 5 b and deg(gf) 5 a; by Theorem 23 
we know that gfh is flat of degree ab; and it is clear that deg(gfh) 5 deg(gf)deg(h). 
It follows that deg(gf) = a and deg(h) = b. Lemma 7 now tells us that Flag(il, G) is 
smooth, f is Galois and g is iso. Finally, Lemmas 2 and 1 tell us that h is flat. 0 
12. Typed subgroups 
Let A be a finite Abelian p-group of order p” and rank at most n. We write 
Type(A, A) = {subgroups of A isomorphic to A} 
N Mon(A, A)/ Aut(A) 2 Sub,(A). 
In this section, we investigate what it would mean to replace A with G. We shall 
define a scheme Type(A, G) of “finite subgroups of 6 of type A”. 
Remark 66. This description is somewhat misleading, because it suggests that 
Type(A,G) should be a subscheme of Sub,(G). There is a natural map 
Type@, G) -+ Sub,(G), 
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but it is not usually an embedding. The smallest case where it fails to be an embedding 
is n = 3, A = Z/4 @ Z/2 - I have proved this by elaborate calculation. See also 
Theorem 70 below, and the example at the end of Section 16. It would be interesting 
to have a compelling moduli interpretation of Type@, G), but I cannot at present offer 
one. 
Definition 67. If G is the universal deformation of Go, then we take 
Type@, (6) = Level(A, G)/Aut(A). 
In the general case, we let W/Y be the universal deformation of Go/XO and take 
Type@, G) = Type& E-U) x r X. 
Over the course of this section, we shall prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 68. The maps 
Level@, G) + Type@, G) + X 
are pat, of degree IAut(A)I and (Type@, .4)l respectively. If G is the universal defor- 
mation of Go then Type&G) is smooth. 
We next consider the scheme UCAj Type(A, G), where the coproduct runs over the 
isomorphism classes of Abelian groups A of order 172 and rank at most IZ. 
Theorem 69. Let f be the evident map 
f: n Type(A, G) --+ Sub,(G). 
(A) 
Suppose that G is the universal deformation of 60. Then the induced map f * of 
rings is injective, and becomes iso after inverting p. 
Theorem 70. Suppose that A has the form Z/pm+’ @ (h/p’)“-‘. Then Type(A, G) -+ 
Sub ,,,+,,l(G) is a closed embedding. In particular, when n = 2 (the case arising from 
a deformation of a supersingular elliptic curve), this holds for all A. 
We now start work on the proofs. 
Let A be a finite Abelian p-group. Define 
Q(A) = {a E A(k) 1 pk-‘a E pkA}, Tk(A) = A(k)/Uk(A), 
&(A) =A(k)\WA). 
Note that IJ, and Tk are additive functors, and that if A 21 Z/p’ is a cyclic group then 
T,(A) = 
A/p-ZJp if k= 1, 
o 
otherwise. 
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Now choose an isomorphism 
A 2( @ (QP)““. 
k>_O 
Write &.[ (with 0 < Z < mk) for the generators of the cyclic summands. We shall order 
the pairs (Zc, I) as follows: (i,j) < (k, I) iff i > k or (i = k and j < I). Note that the 
ordering on the first index is reversed, so that the generators akl of the largest cyclic 
summands come first in the ordering. 
For 0 < Z < mk we define 
I% Z) = (ak,O,. . . , ak,l-1) + uk(A) i A(k), 
7% I) = v(k, z)/uk(A) < Tk(A), 
w, 0 = A(k)\ V(k, I) 
so 
S(k, 0) = S(k). 
We also write 
I- = Am(A), T(k, I) = {LX E r 1 c$aij) = au if (i,j) < (k, I)} 
so 
T(k, mk) = T(k - 1,0) and T(k, Z)/T(k, Z + 1) N T(k, Z)akl. 
Lemma 71. T(k,Z)akr = S(k,Z) and Irl = nrr IS(k,Z)(. 
Proof. As T(k, Z)/T(k, Z + 1) N T(k, 1) akl, the second statement will follow easily from 
the first. 
Any c1 E r preserves S(k) and induces an automorphism of T&t). If c1 E T(k, 1) 
then it is easy to see that a(ak[) E S(k, Z), lest the induced endomorphism of T&t) fail 
to be iso. Conversely, suppose b E S(k, I). Write 
A’ = (Z/P~)~~, A” = @(Z/p’)‘? 
l#k 
Let b’ and b” be the components of b in A’ and A”. By linear algebra over FP we can 
find an automorphism ~10 of T&f) = A’/p with ao(akj) = akj for j < Z and us(ukl) = b’ 
(modp). We can then lift this to get an automorphism ai of A’ with ai = akj for 
j < Z and al(ak[) = b’. Finally, we define an endomorphism a of A = A’ $ A”, with 
components as follows: 
A’ + A’ El 
A’ ---f A” akl I--+ b” 
other generators H 0 
A” -+ A’ 0 
A” -+ A” identity. 
It is easy to check that this is iso, and cl(q) = b. Thus T(k, Z)akl = S(k, 1). 0 
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Remark 72. It is neither hard nor apparently helpful to write explicit formulae for 
IS&Z)1 and Irl. 
We assume until further notice that 6 is the universal deformation of Go. As in 
Section 11.3, we shall say that a subset S &A is defined over a quotient scheme Y of 
Level(A, 6) if there is a divisor D on G over Y whose pullback is [&S]. 
Proof of Theorem 68. We now write DA = OL~~~~(A,G) and C = DI = OT~~(A,G). 
Define 
%j = X(@(%j)), C(k, Z) = CL&j 1 (kj) < (k l>l 5 DA 
Y(k, I) = spf(C(k, I)). 
Note that Y(k, mk) = Y(k - 1,0) and that we have maps Level(A, S) -+ Y(k, I + 1) + 
Y(k, 1) + Type(A, G). Because &(A) and a@,. . .,ak,l_l are defined over Y(k, Z), we 
see that S(k, I) is defined over Y(k, I). Moreover, &l E S(k, 1) and C(k, Z + 1) is gen- 
erated over C(k, 1) by xkl. It follows by Lemma 63 that deg [Y(k, Z + 1) + Y(k, Z)] < 
lS(k, Z)i. Combining this with Lemma 71, we see that deg[Level(A,G) + Type(A, S)] 
5 [I’[. It follows from Lemma 7 that Level(A, G) + Type(A, 6) is Galois and that 
Type(A, G) is smooth. Lemmas 2 and 1 now tell us that Type(A, G) -+ X is flat. As 
deg [Level(A, 6) ---t X] = JMon(A, A)l, we see that deg [Type(A, G) +X] = IMon 
(A,A)lllrl = IType(A,A)l. IJ 
Proof of Theorem 69. Write E’ = &&,,(a;). In Section 10.3, we constructed a map 
g: D, @I~ E’ + F(Sub,(A),D,). We proved there that after inverting p, g becomes 
epi with nilpotent kernel. In the light of Theorem 42, we conclude that g is mono, 
and becomes iso after inverting p. We now put r = Aut(A(m)), and note that g is 
equivariant for the evident actions of r. Passing to fixed points, we obtain a map 
gr:(D, @IE E’)r + F(Sub,(A),D,)r which is again mono, and becomes iso after 
inverting p. 
By Theorem 34, we know that 0,’ = E. Because E’ is free over E, we conclude that 
(0, @E E’)r = E’. Next, for each isomorphism class of Abelian p-groups of order m 
and rank at most n, choose a representative subgroup A 5 A(m). Write S for the set 
f chosen representatives. For A E S write & = {a E r I cc(A) = A}. We have an 
isomorphism of r-sets 
Sub,(A) E u r/r,+ 
AES 
It is not hard to conclude that 
F(Sub,(A), D,,Jr = n DC. 
AES 
Lemma 36 implies that F,J ---t Aut(A) is epi; write ri for the kernel. Using Theorem 34 
we find that 
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Thus, gr is a map E’ -+ nAEs A C . One can check that this is the same map 
described in the statement of the theorem. 0 
as that 
Definition 73. Let K be the universal subgroup over Sub,(G). We write p-‘K for 
the kernel of the composite 
Thus p-‘K is a subgroup divisor of degree p m+nr defined over Sub,(G), and its 
equation fp-‘.K(~) is a unit multiple of f~((pk)*x). The subgroup p-‘K is classified 
by a map 
P-~: Sub,(G) + Sub,+,,(G). 
Lemma 74. The map p-‘: Sub,(G) + Sub,,,, (G) is a closed embedding, and iden- 
tifies Sub,(G) with the scheme of subgroups of degree m + nr which contain G(r). 
Proof. Over Subm+& S), we have an exact sequence of formal groups 
G(r) + G 3 G. 
We know by Proposition 16 that there is a closed subscheme Z 5 Sub,+,,(G) which 
is universal for subgroups containing G(r). Let K’ be the universal subgroup over Z 
and q’: G + G/K’ the projection. Then the composite G(r) -+ G 4 G/K’ is zero so 
there is a map (of formal groups over Z) q: G + G/K’ with q o p; = q’. The kernel 
K of q therefore has degree p”, and is classified by a map f: Z + Sub,(G). Clearly 
p-‘: Sub,(G) + Sub,+,, (G) factors through Z, and the maps Z L Sub&G ) 2 Z 
are mutually inverse. 0 
Proposition 75. Suppose that A is such that A(r) N A(r) (so that A has rank n 
and every cyclic factor has length at least r). Write A’ = A/A(r) and iA’1 = pm. 
Then there is a canonical isomorphism Type(A, S) 1~ Type(A’, G), and the following 
diagram commutes: 
T&A, G ) - Sub,+,,(G) 
N 
I 1 
p-l . 
Type(A’, G) - Sub,(G) 
Proof. It is easy to see that multiplication by p’ induces a bijection between Type(A, A) 
and Type(A’,A). Thus 
‘Ecu:(>,4” = IType(A, A)[ = IType(A’, A)/ = ‘E~u~(~,$)‘. 
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Let u: A --) A’ be the projection. Any automorphism a of A induces an automorphism 
U’ of A’, with CI’U = UCI. It follows easily that there is a map U{ making the following 
diagram commute: 
Level(A, G ) f Type(A, G) 
UI 
I r 
u: . 
Level(A’, G ) - Type(A’, G) 
f’ 
By Theorem 41, we know that u! is a finite flat map of degree IEpi(A*,A)]/]Epi(A*, 
A’)I. On the other hand, f and f' are finite flat maps of degree IAut(A)I and ]Aut(A’)I 
respectively. It follows (using Lemmas 2 and 1) that U; is a finite flat map of degree 
IW~*,A)I I-WA’)I = 1 
(Epi(A*,A’)( IAut(A)I f 
In other words, U; is iso as claimed. It is not hard to see that the diagram commutes. 
0 
Proof of Theorem 70. We may as usual assume that G is the universal deformation. 
First, suppose that A is cyclic, say A N Z/pm generated by a. We need to prove that CA 
is generated by the parameters of the divisor [$JA]. As discussed at the end of Section 8, 
we can write (pg )*x = g(x)(pE-’ )*x for a series g(x) E E ix] of Weierstrass degree 
s = p”“-p n(m-l) Thus, g(x) is a unit multiple of a manic polynomial h(x) of degree . 
s with h(x) = xs (mod mu). Moreover, DA = E[xJh(xn), where x, = x(&a)). Write 
02 = DA/TIIE and CL = C,&E, so that 02 is just K[x,]/$. We shall say that an 
element of 02 has valuation t if it is divisible by XL but not by XL+‘. For j E Z we 
have xja = x(&ja)) = jx, (modxz), so this has valuation 1 if j # 0 (modp) and 
valuation greater than 1 otherwise. Now write r = pm - pm-’ (which divides s) and 
let u E CA be the rth symmetric polynomial in {xja I 0 5 j < p”}. This is the rth 
parameter of the divisor [c$A], so it lies in the image of OsUb,,,(o) --) CA. Let u’ be the 
image of u in 02. If we write u’ in the usual way as a sum of r-fold products, then 
there is one term n{xja I j # 0 (modp)} of valuation r, and the other terms have 
higher valuation. Thus U’ itself has valuation r, and the subring of 0; generated by 
u’ has dimension sJr as a vector space over K. On the other hand, one can see that 
s/r = IType(A, A)1 = ICA : El. Consider the maps 
Esir =E{l,u,...,uS”-‘} -% C, L DA 
and the resulting maps 
lc s’r = K{ 1, u’ ,...,(u’)+‘} 5 Cl, <D;. 
We have just seen that j’i’ is mono, so i’ is mono. By dimension count, i’ is iso. It 
follows that i is epi, and thus that 6&,,,(o) -+ CA is epi as claimed. 0 
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Now suppose that A z Z/p’+“’ G3 (h/p’)“-‘. Then A’ = A/A(r) is cyclic. Proposi- 
tion 75 gives a commutative diagram as follows: 
Anna, G 1 - Sub,n+nr(~ > 
N I I P --I 
Type(A’, G) - Sht(~) 
We have just shown that the bottom map is a closed embedding. The map p-’ is a 
closed embedding by Lemma 74. It follows that the top map is also a closed embedding, 
as claimed. 0 
13. Deformation of isogenies 
Consider two schemes X0 and X,, each of which is spec of a field of characteristic p. 
Suppose we have a morphism of formal groups as follows: 
We shall suppose that the induced map GO --) f:Gk is an isogeny of degree pm. We 
would lose little generality by requiring fo to be the identity, but in algebraic topology 
we naturally encounter the case in which fo is a power of Frobenius. By a deformation 
of qo we shall mean a morphism q: 0-U -+ W’ of formal groups over a scheme Y, where 
W and W’ are deformations of GO and G$, respectively, and the restriction of q over 
Ys is compatible with qo. In more detail, we define E-Us and HI; to be the restrictions 
of W and 0-O’ to Yo, and we require a commutative diagram as follows: 
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The diagram contains three parallel vertical squares. The middle one is by definition 
the restriction of the left-hand one over the special fibre Ys c Y. The back face of 
the right-hand cube is required to be a pullback square, making W into a deformation 
of Go. Similarly for the front face of the right-hand cube. This forces q to be an 
isogeny of degree p”. 
Our next task is to classify such deformations. First, let G/X be the universal defor- 
mation of Go. Let a: Sub,(G) + X be the usual projection, and let K < a*G be the 
universal example of a subgroup of degree pm. As Sub,( G ) is a closed subscheme 
of Div,.,(G) and DivPZ(G)c = X0, we see that Sub,(S)0 = X0. There is a unique 
subgroup of order pm of GO defined over X0, viz. the divisor pm[O] = spf(COo,/xPm). 
In particular, KO = pm[O] = ker(qo). It follows that there is a pullback diagram as 
shown below. 
(a* WOO N 
40 
~o/P”[Ol y Gl 
I IA 
Sub,(G)0 5 X0 - % 
a0 fo 
Using this, we can consider the projection a*G + a*G/K as a deformation of qo. It 
is not hard to check that it is the terminal object in the category of deformations. 
Now let G’/X’ be the universal deformation of Gh/X,l. The above construction 
also exhibits a*G/K as a deformation of GA. It is therefore classified by a map 
b: Sub,(G) +X’ extending the map bo = fo o ao: Sub,(G)0 +X,‘. 
Proposition 76. b is a finite flat map, of degree [Sub,(A)]. 
Proof. Recall from Theorem 69 that we have a dominant map 
f:UType(A,G) + Sub,(G) 
(where A runs over isomorphism types of finite Abelian p-groups of order pm and 
rank at most n). Moreover, f becomes iso when we invert p. It is easy to see that 
the composite Level(A, S) + Type@, G) -P Sub,(G) 2 X’ can be identified with 
the map O! of Section 9. By part (7) of Theorem 41, this map is flat and has degree 
IMon(A, A)]. Moreover, Level@, G) + Type@, 6) is a Galois covering with Galois 
group Aut(A). Using Lemmas 2 and 1, we see that Type@, G) + X’ is flat. The 
degree is clearly 1 Mon(A, ,4)l/(Aut(A)] = IType(A,/i)]. It follows that b o f is a flat 
map of degree CA ]Type(A,/i)] = [Sub,(n)/, and thus that C!&,,(o)[ l/p] is free of 
this rank over 0x,[l/p]. 
We next let Y < Sub,(G) be the preimage of Xi under b, and write K’ = 0~; 
and E’ = 0,. I claim that dim,, E’ = ISub,(n The proof is similar to that in 
Section 10.2. To recall some notation from there: Given a sequence (elk, &+I,. . . , a,_~) 
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we write Ial = cj aj, l/all = cj juj. If CI runs over sequences (ai,. . . , an-l) with lcll 5 
m then d(m,n) = C, p ll’ll. Note, however, that E’ and Y have different meanings 
here from those used in Section 10.2. We write W for the restriction of a*6 to Y, 
and K for the evident subgroup of W, so that W/K is a pullback of Sb and thus has 
strict height n. Let q be the projection W + W/K. Choose coordinates x and y on W 
and W/K. Let Y(k, I) be the largest closed subscheme of Y over which W has strict 
height at least k and q has strict height at least I, and write E’(k, I) = L!Y(k,l) and 
f’(k, I) = dim,, E’(k, I). Working over E’(k, 1) we see that there are elements u, u, a 
(with v invertible) such that 
p;x = uxPh+... 
p&y = vyp” + . . 
q* y = mP’ + . . . 
Thus E’(k + 1, I) = E’(k, Z)/u and E’(k, 2 + 1) = E’(k, Z)/u. Reading the relation 
pWjK o q = q o pw to lowest order, we find that 
va8'xP'+v + . . . = aUP’XPP+’ + . . . . 
If k < n then we conclude that au P’ = 0, and then Lemma 48 tells us that f’(k, Z) < 
f’(k, Z+l)+p’f’(k+l, I). If k = n then u is invertible and we have a(zG’-v~la~‘-~) = 0. 
If also Z < n then a is topologically nilpotent so up’ - u&“‘-~ is invertible so a = 0, 
which shows that E’(n, I) = E’(n, Z+ 1) = E’(n, m). From the construction of Sub,(G) 
one can see that K' -+ E’(n, m) is epi, and that E’(k, Z) = 0 if k > n or Z > m. To 
summarise, we have 
f’(k, Z) 5 f’(k, Z + 1) + p’f’(k + 1, I) if (k < n), 
f’(n, Z) I 1, 
f’(k, Z) = 0 if (I > m). 
We next define a function f(k, I) for 0 < k 5 n and 0 5 Z by f(k, 1) = ~{pl~“l~ 1a = 
(Ml,. . . ,%-k), lul < m , 'h-k > 1). We make the usual convention that f(n, 1) = 
1 for Z 5 m and f(k, I) = 0 for Z > m. I claim that f(k, I) I: f(k, Z + 1) + 
p'f (k + 1, I) when k < n. To see this, consider the sum which defines f (k, I). 
The sum of the terms with 6&k > 1 is f(k, Z + 1). If &-_k = I, we define p = 
(al,. . . , an__k__2,an_k_l + 2). Note that IpI = ICI/, that /&k+i) 2 I, and that [[all = 
ll/3ll+ 1. Using this construction, we see that the sum of pllNll for these a’s is p’f (k + 
1, Z), as required. It follows that f ‘(k, 1) 5 f (k, Z), and in particular that dim,,(E’) = 
f’(l,O) 5 f (1,0) = d(m,n) = ISub,(A)l. By an argument very similar to that of 
Section 10.4, we conclude that the map b : Sub,( G ) --+ X’ is flat and has degree 
d(m,n). •! 
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14. The connection with algebraic topology 
In this section, we make a few brief remarks about how formal groups and moduli 
problems arise in algebraic topology. Good general references are [ 1, 141. However, 
they are not written from an algebro-geometric point of view, which was first introduced 
by Morava [12, 131. This philosophy is developed in [15]. In the discussion below, we 
shall take a few liberties with technical details. 
Let 2 be a topological space. A geometric chain in Z is a smooth manifold (possibly 
with boundary) A4 equipped with a map M -+ Z. Geometric chains form a graded 
Abelian monoid G&Z under disjoint union. Restriction to the boundary gives a differ- 
ential a : G&Z t GC*_,Z. The homology of this complex is a graded Abelian 
group M&Z. If we require that all manifolds have a given complex structure on 
the stable normal bundle, we obtain a different group MU*Z, the complex bordism 
group of Z. We write MU* for MU*(point), which is a ring under Cartesian product. 
By a related geometric procedure, we can define a group MU*Z (which is often but 
not always the Ml&-dual of MLJ*Z). In fact MU*Z has a natural ring structure. It 
can be thought of as an analogue of the Chow ring, which some readers may find 
more familiar. The functor Z H MU*Z has a number of formal properties (Mayer- 
Vietoris sequences, etc.), which can be summarised by saying that it is a multiplicative 
generalised cohomology theory. It is the most powerful such theory which one has any 
reasonable chance of computing for popular spaces Z. See [4] for some justification of 
this claim. 
Let @PO” denote the colimit of the finite-dimensional complex projective spaces 
@Pk, or equivalently the classifying space of the circle group. This is itself 
(homotopy equivalent to) a topological Abelian group. Moreover, MU*@Pw is isomor- 
phic to MU* [x]. The group structure on @PC0 gives rise to a coproduct on MU*CPM 
and hence a formal group law over MU*. Lazard showed that there is a universal 
example of a ring L equipped with a formal group law F, and that L is a polynomial 
algebra over E on countably many generators. Quillen proved the fundamental theorem 
that the classifying map L + MU* is an isomorphism. This is the source of all con- 
nections between algebraic topology and formal group theory. If we consider instead 
manifolds with a splitting of the stable normal bundle as a sum of two complex bun- 
dles, we obtain a ring (MU AMU)*Z. If we take Z to be a point, this is the universal 
example of a ring with two formal group laws and an isomorphism between them. 
Using these ideas, we can construct descent data making MU*Z into a sheaf over the 
stack of formal groups. The cohomology of the dual sheaf MU*Z is the E2 term of 
the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence, which converges to the stable homotopy groups 
of z. 
A formal group G over a scheme X = spf(E) gives rise to a map from X to this 
stack. By pulling back MU*Z, we obtain an algebra E*Z over E, and thus a scheme 
Z, = spf(E*Z) over X. If the map from X to the stack of formal groups is flat, then the 
functor Z H E*Z defines a generalised cohomology theory. This flatness condition is 
called Landweber exactness in the topological literature. It holds in particular if S/X is 
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the universal deformation of a formal group of finite height over a field. If A is a finite 
Abelian group and BA* is the classifying space of its dual then (BA*)E = Hom(A, G). 
For finite non-Abelian groups K, the generalised character theory of [8] establishes a 
connection between BKE and schemes of the form Level(B, G). There is also a map 
from a certain closed subscheme spf(R) of (BCpm)~ to Sub,(G), which turns out to be 
an isomorphism. Theorem 42 is half of the proof of this fact, the other half is topology. 
A topological calculation shows that the socle element is not in the kernel of the map 
&,&,#$,) + RJIIIER; as the source is a Gorenstein ring of dimension zero, we conclude 
that the map is injective. Another elaborate topological argument computes the dimen- 
sion of Rltn~R, showing that it coincides with the dimension of (!&b,,(&,) given by 
Theorem 42. 
Using this fact, we obtain extra structure on 2,. Suppose that a,b are two points 
of X, that G, and Gb are the fibres of G over a and b, and that q: G, + Gb is an 
isogeny. A certain topological construction then gives rise to a map (ZE), --) (ZE)~, 
which is functorial in q and natural in Z. This gives powerful information about the 
schemes Z,. It can be reformulated as saying that a certain kind of generalised Hecke 
algebra acts on E*Z, and on certain other topologically defined rings. Certain Ext 
groups over this algebra form the input to spectral sequences that compute homotopy 
groups of spaces of maps of strictly commutative ring spectra, for example. A con- 
jecture of Mike Hopkins (inspired but not implied by the theory of the Bruhat-Tits 
building) would mean that this Hecke algebra has finite global dimension; this would 
be very helpful for the applications. It should be possible to prove the conjecture using 
the results and methods of this paper. 
15. Explicit formulae 
Many of the above results were suggested by computer-assisted calculations using 
explicit examples of formal group laws. In this section, we record some useful formulae 
which will help the reader to carry out such experiments for herself. We shall assume 
that n > 1 and p > 2; some small modifications are needed when in the exceptional 
cases, but they generally make things easier. We write a E b for a = b (mod p). 
We first define 
4 = Pn, Z(x) = Cxq”/pk 
k>O 
e(x)= Z-'(x) (so e(Z(x))=x). 
Note that Z(px)/p E E p], and in fact Z(px)/p = x (mod p). The composition inverse 
of this series is e(px)/p, so e( px)/p = x (mod p). We define a formal group law Ft 
over Q by F1 (x, y) = e(Z(x), Z(y)). It is shown in [7] (for example) that this is actually 
defined over H, (or even Z, but this is irrelevant for us). We write Fo(x, y) for the 
resulting formal group over FP. It is known that any formal group law of height n over 
a separably closed field of characteristic p is isomorphic to FO (see [6, p. 721). 
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For any a E Z, we write [a](x) = e(aZ(x)). In other words, if Gt is the formal 
group defined by Ft we have [a](x) = a:,~. By applying 1 one checks that [p](x) = 
e( px) +F, x4. We next define +(x, y) = (xJ’“’ + yJ’* - (x + y)P” )/p. 
Lemma 77. 
Proof. This 
Cp(x, y) = -c;:,l Xk(-yyk/k. 
follows easily from Wilson’s Theorem (that (p - 1 )! E - 1 ), the equation 
P--l 
(p -k)! = n (p - 1) E (-1>p-k(p - l)!/(k - l)!, 
I=k 
and the binomial expansion of (x + y)P. q 
Lemma 78. Cq(x, y) = Cp(xq’p, Yq’p). 
Proof. We have x4/P + yq/J’ = (x+ y)q/P + pz for some z. Raising this to the pth power, 
we find that (xqb + yq@)P = (x + y)q (mod p’). We also have 
x4 + yq = (x + Y jq + PC,<% Y ), xq + yq = (xq’p + yq’p)p + pcp(xq’p, yq’p). 
Subtracting these, we obtain pC,(x, y) = pCp(xQ’P, yq’p) (mod p*>. The claim follows. 
u 
Note that xy divides Cp(x, y), so that x q/P y 911~ divides Cq(x, y) mod p. We write 
up(n) for the p-adic valuation of 12. 
Lemma 79. If 0 < 1 -c qk then 
qk vp 1 ( > = nk - VP(Z). 
Proof. We can write 
The terms in the product are clearly p-adic units; the claim follows. 0 
Lemma 80. x +F~ y = x + y + Cp(xq’p, yqip) mod (xY)~, p). 
Proof. It is enough to prove this mod yq, for then by symmetry and unique factori- 
sation it will hold mod (xy)q. For the rest of the proof, we put y? = 0. For some 
w E Z [x, y] we have FI (x, y) = x+yw. Applying I, we obtain /(x)+1(y) = I(x+yw) = 
Z(x) + x;L: I(j)(x)(yw)‘/j!. Because yq = 0, we have Z(y) = y. We conclude that 
y = xyz: Z(j)(x)(yw)j/j!. Lemma 79 implies that the series Z(j)(x)/j! for 0 < j < q 
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are all integral, and moreover that 
Z(j)(x) 1 q _=_ 
0 j! -p j 
x4-j (1 < j < q) 
Z’(x) E 1 ZE 1 + ; 
0 
; x9-l. 
This implies that 
q-1 y=yw+c~ 4 0 j=l ’ J xq-j E ye - c,(x, VW) = ye - C,(X~'*, (JW)~‘~). 
Now define z by yw = y + CP(xqIP, yqb) + z. Note that yqb divides C,(xq’*, yqb). 
As n > 2, we find that yq2/P2 = 0; it follows that Cp(xqIP, yqjP)ql* = 0, and thus that 
(vw)4/P = y41P + zq/*. Feeding this back into our previous equation, we tlnd y = 
y + c,(xqJp, yqip) +z - c,(xql*, yq’p +zqQ so z E! CP(X$ yQ/P +24/p) - c,(xq’p, yqlp). It 
follows easily that zq/J’ divides z mod p. On the other hand, the definition of z implies 
that y divides z, and thus that z is nilpotent. As z is nilpotent and zqb divides z, we 
see that z = 0. The claim follows. 0 
Corollary 81. There is a power series G over Fp such that F&C, y) = x + y + 
G(x‘J/J’, yq’p). 
Proof. Work in FP [x, y,z]/z‘?IP. Let k be an integer, and write k = p’l with 1 $0. We 
then have (y + z)~ = (yp’ + zp’ )I = yk + Zyk-P’zJ”’ +. . . . It follows that (y + z)~ = yk 
if q/p divides k. Next, write 
FO(& y) = x + Y + c ak(x)yk. 
k>O 
The associativity law says that Fo(x, Fo( y, z)) = Fo(Fo(x, y),z). By the previous lemma, 
we have Fo(u,z) = u + z for all U. It follows that Fo(x, y + z) = Fo(x, y) + z, so 
c ak(x)(Y + z)k = c ak(x)yk. 
k>O k>O 
We conclude that ak(x) = 0 unless q/p divides k, so that Fo(x, y) -x - y is a function 
of yq/P. By symmetry, it is also a function of x4/P. The claim follows. Cl 
Next, we write W = WIF, for the Witt ring of (F,. Recall that for each a E LFq there is 
a unique element ci E W (the Teichmiiller representative) such that ciq = a^ and a^ E a. 
Any element a E W can be written uniquely as &o aipi, with a: = ai. There is a 
Frobenius automorphism F of W defined by F(Caip’) = c a/p’. For any a E IF, 
we have I(&) = al(x). It follows easily that e(6.x) = Be(x), Fl(rix,ciy) = bFl(x, y). If 
we write e(x) = zk m&8, Fl(x, y) = ck,, a&y’, then we can conclude that akl = 0 
unless k + 1 = 1 (mod q - 1 ), and similarly for e(x) etc. 
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Now suppose that a E W is arbitrary. We define [a](x) = e(aZ(x)). By expressing a 
in the form ci hip’, we can show that this lies in IVi[x]. The map a H [a](x) gives a 
ring homomorphism W 4 End(Fi). We next put E = W[ul,. . , u,,-1], ug = p, u, = 1. 
We also let 4 denote the endomorphism of E which is the Frobenius on W and sends 
Z.Q to U[ for 0 < k < n, so that a4 = UP (mod p) for all a. 
Over E[l/p] we have a formal power series log,(x) = x + 0(x2) characterised 
uniquely by either of the two following equations: 
log,(x) =x + ; 2 log&xPi) , 
k=l 
log,(x) = x + ; 2 Uk log$(xPX) . 
k=l 
From either of these equations, one can see that F = FI (mod ~1,. . . , u,-1 ). The 
following more explicit formulae are given in [14, Section 4.31. Consider a (possibly 
empty) sequence I = (ii,. . . , i,) with 0 < ik 5 n for all k. Write 111 = m and 
11111 = Ck ik and jk = Clck il. Finally, put 
We then have 
log,(x) = c Xxp”“‘. 
f P’I’ 
We write exp,(x) for the inverse of log,(x) (under composition) and set F(x, y) = 
x +F y = exp,(log,(x) + log,(y)). One can show that this lies in E [xx, y] (rather that 
E[l/p] [x, y]), so it defines a formal group law over E. 
BY applying log,, one can check that 
[p]~(x) = exp,(px) +F ulxp +F . . . +F un-~xp 
n--l 
+F xd’. 
Lemma 82. If k > 0 then 
X+Fy=X+y+ukc$(X,y) mod(ul,...,tfk-*)+(X,y)pkfl. 
Proof. We work mod (x, y)P”+’ and (~1,. . . , uk__l). This leaves us with a torsion- 
free ring, so we can still use the logarithm. 
log,(w) = w + ukwPk/p and wCp(x, y) = 0. 
X + y + nkCp’(x, J’) + 2. Applying log,, We 
Uk$@, v> + z) so 
In this setting, for w E (x, y) we have 
For some z E (x, y) we have F&y) = 
get 1o&(x) + l”gF(Y) = l”gFb + Y + 
x + y + ukxpk/p + tdkypk/p = x + y + UkC@(X, y) + z + uk(x + y + z)“;lp 
2’ = t&(x + y)pk/p - uk(x + y + z>‘“/p. 
Thus z E (x, y,z)z = (x, y)z. As the ideal (x, y) is nilpotent, we have z = 0 as claimed. 
n 
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It follows from this (see [lo]) that F is the universal deformation of Fo. 
Lemma 83. F(x, y) = x + y mod(xy) or mod(yq’J’, uoy, uiy,. . . , U,_I y). 
Proof. The first statement holds for any formal group law. Now work mod the second 
ideal. By the first statement, F(x, y) - F1 (x, y) is divisible by xy. From the definitions, 
all the coefficients also lie in the ideal J = (~1,. . . , q-1). Because Jy = 0, we see that 
F(x, y) = F1 (x, Y). Now consider Fi (x, y) -x - y. Using Lemma 80, we see that every 
term is divisible either by py or by y q/P, both of which are zero. Thus F1 (x, y) = x + y 
as required. 0 
Next, observe that (x +F~ y)J” = xPk +F~ yPk. It follows that (x +F, y)Pk -F, (xPk +F, 
ypk) is divisible by p. Thus, there are unique series o&r, y) E HP[x, yJ such that 
(x +F, J# = xPk +F, YPk +F, PMGY). 
Lemma 84. F(x, y) = Fl(x, y) - C;i: uka&, y) mod (~0,. . . ,u,-I)~. 
Proof. Write J = (~1,. . . , u+~) and I = (p) + J. For the moment, we work mod J2. 
In this setting we have 
log,(x) = x + k UkZ(XPk )/P = Z(x) + F WZ(XPk )/P. 
k=l k=l 
Next, &serve that x +F y -F (x +F, y) vanishes mod J, so there are unique Series 
rk(x,y) E Z,[~,yj such that 
n-1 
x +F y -F (x +F, y) = c UkTk(X, y)(mod J2>. 
k=l 
By Lemma 83 we can rewrite the right-hand side as a formal sum. Thus x +F y = 
(x +F, Y) +F W~l(X, Y) +F . . . +F u,__~z,-~(x, y). We now apply log, to this equation. 
The left hand side becomes 
n-1 
4x) + Z(y) + c 3 (Z(xJ+ ) + 1 ( y”>) . 
k=l 
The right-hand side becomes 
Z(X +,w, y) + c ;I ((X +F, J’,p’) + c ukzk(h Y), 
Recall that Z(x +,v, y) = Z(x) + Z(y) and Z((x +F, y)Pk ) = Z(xP’ ) + Z(yd ) + Z(pCk(x, y)). 
Using this to simplify the right-hand side further, and rearranging, we conclude that 
c uk~k(x, y) + 7 ;&Pgk(x, Y)) = 0. 
Finally, we recall that Z(px)/p = x (modp). This implies that rk(x,y) = -Gk(x,y) 
(mod p), which proves the lemma. 0 
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16. Examples 
In this section we let Gi be the formal group over Z2 with logarithm log,(x) = 
Ck x4k/2k, so that Go is a formal group of height 2 over K = [Fz. Computer calculations 
give results as follows. 
(i) Let A 21 Z/2 be generated by a. Given a level-A structure 4, we shall identify a 
with x($(a)). We then have Level(A, Go) = spf(lc[a]/a3). A coordinate on the quotient 
2 group Gs/[4A] is given by y = ax +x2 + a x 3. The associated formal group law is 
y+~‘Z=y+z+uyz+y222+u(y2z3+y3z2) 
+ .2(y224 + ysz3 + y4z2) + . . . 
(ii) Now take A 2~(H/2)~, with generators a and b. Then Level(A, Go) = spf(rc[u, b]/ 
(u3, b3, u2 + ub + b2)). Because A = A(l), the corresponding subgroup divisor is just 
Gs( l), and a coordinate on the quotient group is just given by [2](x) = x4. 
(iii) Take A = Z/4 generated by a. Then 
Level(A, GO) = spf(rc[u]/u12) 
Type(A, GO) = spf(rc[b]/b6) b = u2 + u5 + u* + a”. 
The equation of the subgroup divisor is 
rI(x-c)= x4 +b5x3 +bx2 +b3x. 
CEA 
(iv) Subz(Ga) = spf(rc[b]/b’). The equation of the subgroup divisor is x4 + b5x3 + 
bx2 + (b3 + b6)x. The map of rings induced by Type(A, GO) -+ Subz(Gs) just sends b 
to b. 
Now let Gi be the standard height 3 formal group over Z2, with logarithm log,(x) = 
Ck ~~~12~. Let A N Z/4 @ H/2 be generated by a and b. Then 
Level(A, GO) = spf(rc[u, b]/(u56, b6 + b5u8 + b4u16 + . . . + u4*)) 
Type(A, GO) = spf(rc[c,d]/(c15, c14d, c13d2 + c14,d3 + c*d + c12)). 
where 
c = u4 + u’* + u32 + u”b + u”b 
+ u38b + u2b2 + u9b2 + u16b2 
+ u37b2 + b4 + u14b4 + u2’b4 
+ u35b4 + u34b5 + u41 b5 ? 
d = u8b + b2 + u32b5, 
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The equation of the group divisor is 
f(x)=x8 
+ (dc7 + c3d2 + c1'd2)x6 
+ c5d2x5 
+ cx4 
+ (dct3 + c9d2)x3 
+ (cd + c5)x2 
+ (dc3 + d4)x. 
Note that f(x) = x8 (mode); it follows that d does not lie in the subring generated 
by the coefficients of f, which shows that the map Type@, G) + Subs(G) is not a 
closed embedding. 
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